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ABSTRACT 

 

A design concept for imaging radiation sources using compressed sensing (CS) 

principles was developed in this research. A proof-of-concept system model was designed 

using Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) simulations. The resulting conceptual system 

comprised a collimator made of 11×11 polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipes placed upright in 

the middle of a 250-gallon water-filled rectangular tank, and a detection system that 

consisted of six Geiger-Muller (GM) detectors. The collimator channels were modeled to 

be randomly filled with water or air to provide different measurement configurations. 

Image reconstructions were performed using l1-minimization and non-negative least 

squares (NNLS) methods for four cases with varying 137Cs source locations. Localization 

and shape identification were shown to be successful for a point source and ring-shaped 

sources using data from MCNP simulations. The NNLS method was selected to be applied 

in image reconstruction for model validation. The proof-of-concept system was physically 

assembled for collection of measurement data. Model validation with experimental 

measurements was performed by first refining the GM detector modeling. New methods 

of modeling GM detectors using the cell flux (F4) and the energy cell flux (*F4) tallies 

were proposed. The F4 method was selected to model GM detectors in this research and 

was validated with experimental measurements. The MCNP system model was shown to 

represent the experimental model based on the proven capability of localizing the gamma 

source. The MCNP system model was used as a baseline design model and design factors 

that can improve its performance were studied. These factors were found to be collimator 
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material and geometry, number and size of collimator channels, the source-to-detector 

distance and the type of detector used for measurements. A set of high-level design 

recommendations were derived based on these design factors, which can serve as 

guidelines for system developers to design and optimize a CS-based radiation source 

imaging system. The findings from this work contribute to the diversification of counter 

terrorism tools, encourage future research on NNLS technique application for image 

reconstruction and promote cheaper radiation source imaging system development. These 

research findings will also help motivate higher engagement among countries in 

strengthening global nuclear security initiative. 
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MCNP Monte Carlo N-Particle 

MRDs Mobile radiation detection systems 
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NNLS Non-negative least square 

NTP Normal temperature and pressure 
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NSDs Neutron search detectors 
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PSD Pulse shape discrimination 

PVC Polyvinyl chloride 

RDD Radiological dispersal device 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Motivation 

 The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) reported 3497 incidents between 

1993 and 2018 that involved radioactive and nuclear material trafficking in the 2019 IAEA 

Incident and Trafficking Database (ITDB) [1]. There was an increase of 189 reported 

incidents by participating Member States in just one year (3686 incidents between 1993 

and 2019) [2]. Radioactive and nuclear material could be used by terrorists to construct a 

radiological dispersal device (RDD) to explosively spread radioactive materials over a 

large area. In order to detect this type of illicit material, border crossings and shipping 

ports are equipped with monitoring systems. Currently, there are several established 

technologies available, but new technologies and methods are needed. This research offers 

a method to perform secondary monitoring to verify the alarm from primary monitoring 

system. Secondary monitoring systems are important in helping personnel to make the 

decision on how to handle the suspected radioactive source, especially when the shape of 

the radioactive material can be determined. 

1.2. Research Objective 

 The main objective of this research was to develop a design concept for imaging 

radiation sources using compressed sensing (CS) principles. The resulting system was 

expected to localize the imaged radioactive source and provide its shape information. This 

core objective was broken down into more detailed objectives through the formation of 

six research milestones. The milestones to meet the objectives are listed in sequential order 

as follows; 
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i. Conceptualizing a radiation source imaging system, 

ii. Designing an initial proof-of-concept system using Monte Carlo N-Particle 

(MCNP) simulations, 

iii. Build the apparatus based on simulation results, 

iv. Testing experimental apparatus and match to simulation results, 

v. Modify simulation model or experimental design to validate simulation, 

vi. Propose a better design or technique for a gamma source imaging system. 

 The conceptualization of a CS-based radiation source imaging system was initiated 

with a series of design processes for the system. Section 2 contains a published paper in 

2020, which presents the proposed proof-of-concept design for a neutron source imaging 

system and outlines the procedure in creating an initial design using MCNP simulations. 

This peer reviewed article covers the first and the second milestones of this research. 

 The physical model was then built according to the simulation model and several 

preliminary experiments were performed with a 3.7-MBq 252Cf neutron source. However, 

there were complications in terms of measurement interference with other neutron sources 

used for another experiment at the experiment location. It was decided to continue the 

study by experimenting with a gamma source instead. Section 3 outlines the design 

processes for a proof-of-concept system to image gamma sources and the experimental 

planning for model validation. 

 Experimental apparatus for gamma source imaging setup was tested and the results 

were presented as a journal paper (to be published) in Section 4. This paper suggested a 

novel way to model the Geiger Muller (GM) detectors used in the MCNP simulations and 
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validates the method with experimental measurements. Section 4 covers milestones 3, 4 

and 5 with the enhancement of the simulation model’s detection system to better represent 

real-life detection mechanism. 

 Section 5 presents the benchmarking of the proposed CS-based gamma source 

imaging system with experimental measurements. The MCNP model validation with 

experimental measurements is demonstrated in Section 5 (to be published) and allowed 

for milestones 4 and 5 to be completed. The trends and results from simulations were 

compared to experimental results in this section. Analyses concluded that the proof-of-

concept model was validated as required in milestone 4. 

 Finally, Section 6 covers the final milestone through a study on design factors that 

can improve the system’s performance. Several test models were built upon the previous 

one to study the effect of factors related to the design of the system on the reconstructed 

images. This led to a proposal of high-level design recommendations to guide the design 

process for a gamma source imaging system that utilizes compressed sensing principles, 

fulfilling the final milestone of this research.  

1.3. Literature review 

 There are hundreds of imaging system designs that detect gammas, neutron or both 

as reported by the IAEA [3]. Each utilizes different combination of collimation, detection 

and image reconstruction methods. In order to determine the combination of collimation, 

detection and image reconstruction methods for this research, it is important to understand 

the basis of this work, which are the CS principles. 
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 The CS applications in nuclear security involved the use of CS in the post-signal 

production stage. Studies have been carried out to show the possibility of sampling signal 

data below the so-called Nyquist sampling rate in reconstructing spectrometry [4]. 

However, there are limited studies on applying CS principles to the hardware design so 

that only a small number of measurements is needed, instead of sampling data from a 

massive amount of measurement data [5]. The proposed design in this research attempts 

to show the feasibility of incorporating CS principles in the physical system design so that 

only a small number of measurements is needed to estimate the image of interest 

accurately. Efforts in adopting CS for solving nuclear science and engineering problems 

reported are limited [6].  

1.3.1. Compressed sensing 

 The foundation of this research are the CS principles. The design of the proposed 

system is based on CS requirements and the knowledge of radiation interaction. 

Compressed sensing is a method to recover an original signal or data from a small 

measurement set (data samples), which according to classical linear algebra is not possible 

because there are infinitely many solutions for an underdetermined system.  

 Candes, Romberg, and Donoho started discussing CS circa 2005 and 2006 [7]–

[11]. These researchers also showed that CS principles allow for signal recovery from a 

much smaller amount of sampled output signals than the traditional requirement of the 

Nyquist sampling rate, which is at least twice the highest frequency of the signal [12], 

[13]. In the case of imaging, three examples of traditional scanning methodologies are the 

pixel array, raster scan, and basis scan, which require the same number of measurements, 
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m as the number of pixels, n to recover the original image signal, x. CS principles allow 

for m ≤ n to closely approximate the original image, x with high probability [14]. The 

achievement of sub-Nyquist image reconstruction presents one of the strengths of CS 

application in imaging methodology. 

 Mathematically, measurements using CS can be translated into another set of data 

that collectively form the recovered original signals, such as an image of the object of 

interest in an imaging application. The original data or signal, x is related to the measured 

data, y according to 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 = 𝑦𝑦 with A being a matrix that models the measurement process 

by mapping x to the measured signals, y. With sparsity in x and the randomness of A, 

original data or signal recovery is possible using several algorithms [15], [16]. The vector 

x in this research is the image of the radiation source. 

 Sparsity is a measure of the zero elements in a quantity. Hence, x is said to be 

sparse if most of its components are zero. In general, x is said to be k-sparse if there are at 

most k nonzero components. Most of the time, x is only sparse after being converted into 

a different basis, for example the discrete cosine or wavelet basis. By storing the largest 

discrete cosine or wavelet coefficients and setting the rest to zero, media such as images 

or songs can be stored as a much smaller data size. This is possible because these small 

number of coefficients can be recovered using some minimization methods [15]. 

 Two examples of random matrices are the Gaussian matrix and the Bernoulli 

matrix. The Gaussian matrix is one with entries that are independent random variables that 

follow a normal distribution. The Bernoulli matrix is a matrix with entries that are 

independent random variables taking values of +1 and -1 with equal probability. Setting 
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matrix A to be a random matrix ensures the incoherence of the matrix is preserved and this 

is important because it would result in better likelihood for successful signal recovery [17]. 

Incoherence is the largest magnitude of the row or column entries of A, which is a rough 

measure of how concentrated the rows or columns of A are. With Gaussian or Bernoulli 

matrix as an example, the value of incoherence parameter would then be between 1 and 

√𝑛𝑛 , where n is the dimension of A matrix [17]. 

 One important fundamental mathematical concept in CS is the lp-norms, ||z||p which 

are commonly used to measure the signal strength or the error size [13]. A popular 

program developed when CS was introduced is called l1-MAGIC. This program has 

multiple methods to determine x depending on the type of problems to be solved using an 

l1-minimization method [7]. All of the methods in l1-MAGIC program estimate x by 

minimizing the l1-norm of z, ||z||1 but each method has different constraints. The vector z 

obtained from these methods has been shown to be very close to or the same as the original 

data, x [7]. One example of the methods is called basis pursuit, in which ||z||1 is minimized 

subject to 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 = 𝑦𝑦 using a standard convex programming algorithm [14].  

 Another method of interest to estimate x is the non-negative least square (NNLS) 

method by minimizing the l2-norm of y – Az, written as ||y - Az||2, subject to 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 = 𝑦𝑦 for z 

> 0. This method has been shown mathematically to work in estimating the original data, 

x [18] by solving for z according to the constraints defined. The non-negativity 

requirement is of interest in this research because the image of the radiation source would 

consist of only positive values to indicate the presence of gamma rays, based on the design 
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of matrix A. Consequently, x can be recovered using the MATLAB built-in function, 

lsqnonneg which executes a NNLS algorithm [18].  

 The recovery of x by l1-minimization means that x is a unique solution that satisfies 

Ax = b. If x is nonnegative and sparse, the use of NNLS will typically solve for x, provided 

that the active Lawson-Hanson algorithm is used, which is employed by the lsqnonneg 

function in MATLAB [18]. Even though NNLS is not necessarily a CS technique, the 

proposed design for the system in this research was based on CS requirements. The 

possibility to use a built-in MATLAB function to reconstruct x is convenient. Therefore, 

the simplicity of this idea motivates the use of NNLS in the image reconstruction for this 

research. 

𝑚𝑚 ≥ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑛𝑛) (1 − 1)

 Other than randomness in A matrix, it is also required that A fulfills the restricted 

isometry property (RIP) in order to have robustness to noise in measurements [13]. If A 

satisfies this property, the distance between any k-sparse vectors is preserved. The amount 

of measurements necessary to ensure RIP is achieved and is determined by Eq. 1-1, where 

C is a small constant [13], [17]. Therefore, as an example, for a 64 × 64 image (n = 4096) 

with a poor sparsity of k = 600, the minimum number of measurements required to recover 

the image with high probability, assuming a conservative value of C = 1, would be 2167 

measurements. This means that with the number of measurements that is 52.7% of the 

total pixels, the recovered image closely estimates the original image. With a much lower 

sparsity in x, less measurements would be needed. With these results, the choice of m in 
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the MCNP simulations for this research was taken to be more than 55% of the total pixels, 

n in order to ensure the success of image reconstruction.  

1.3.2. Previous work 

 Previous related work is analyzed and summarized to form the novelty of this 

research. The following subsections describe selected publications and how this PhD 

research builds upon and improves inadequacies of these past related work. 

1.3.2.1. Callas et al. 1995 

 A gamma ray imaging system using a germanium sensor and a coded aperture 

made of lead bricks was demonstrated in 1995 for a 22Na gamma ray source [19]. The 

detected 511-keV flux was plotted over a 5×5 pixel-sized image using a nonnegative least 

squares algorithm. Measurements were taken with 10 rotations of the coded aperture that 

was positioned such that its elements were parallel to the detector segments. The vector of 

source pixel estimates was determined using a linear least squares approach and a Monte 

Carlo simulation to compute the forward response matrix.   

 The system showed the possibility to localize the source by accounting for the 

interference due to Compton scattering in the forward response matrix and changing 

detector background readings as the coded aperture rotation changed. The research 

however did not produce an image of the gamma source, but instead plotted the photopeak 

of interest in 9 pixels, deconvolved from 7×7 source field using spectral techniques. 

Unlike the work of Callas et al., this PhD research improved the use of nonnegative least 

squares algorithm by using data from a system that was designed according to CS 
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principles and then plotting the image of the source to facilitate source localization and its 

shape identification. 

1.3.2.2. Gestner, 2013 

 A study was carried out at Sandia National Laboratories on the development of 

novel hardware for photomultiplier tube (PMT) output signal acquisition guided by CS 

[4]. The PMT was coupled to a scintillator material to convert the weak fluorescence to 

an electrical output signal. The motivation of this research was to reduce the acquisition 

system cost, power consumption and average data rate so that such a system could be 

remotely deployed and possibly incorporated into wireless sensor networks. This was 

claimed to be possible because sparse representation of the PMT output signals in the 

frequency domain was found to be sufficient [20].  

 Gestner attempted to incorporate CS framework to the existing empirical model of 

neutron and gamma ray pulses [21] in order to make the sampling rates much lower than 

the generally accepted minimum rate of 200 MHz. It was demonstrated successfully that 

the PMT output signals could be efficiently represented in the Discrete Haar Wavelet 

domain. Only eight out of 64 Discrete Haar Wavelet coefficients were required to 

reconstruct the pulse shape discrimination (PSD) plot for a set of 64 Analog-to-Digital 

Converter (ADC) samples. The reconstructed PSD plots contained sufficient pulse energy, 

pulse location and PSD information.  

 The study then mapped the CS framework to the proposed acquisition system and 

performed the experiment based on the representation of the PMT output signal in the 

Discrete Haar Wavelet domain. It was found that the compressive samples did not contain 
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enough PSD information even when 16 compressive samples were used for signal 

reconstruction. However, pulse energy and pulse location information were shown to be 

sufficient even when only eight compressive samples were used. The study by Gestner is 

an example that shows an attempt to apply CS principles in the output signal processing 

of a measurement system. This PhD research attempted to incorporate CS principles in the 

hardware and measurement process designs, instead of just the acquisition output signal 

processing, and it was proven to be a promising solution for future applications in nuclear 

security. 

1.3.2.3. Ayzman, 2015 

  This graduate research simulated a neutron imaging system that consisted of a 

32×32 collimator (n = 1024) made of borated polyethylene for a passive imaging system 

to localize a neutron source and a 64×64 collimator (n = 4096) made of a material called 

densalloy, mainly made of tungsten, for an active imaging system to image organic 

materials [22]. The end of the collimator, closest to the source, had simulated flaps made 

of neutron absorbing materials. These would be opened or closed to simulate a random 

mask for the measurement process.  

 The simulation was performed using MCNP with an FMESH tally (fluxes in 

meshed cells) placed at the other end of the collimator that represented a radiation detector. 

The fluxes in the meshed cells extracted from MCNP outputs were then manipulated to 

simulate measurements taken with random masks imposed by the collimator. The resulting 

2D images were then reconstructed using a CS tool called the l1-MAGIC Total Variation 

(TV) minimization solver [7]. Both passive and active designs were shown to work 
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through simulations at sampling rates between 30% and 60%, in which 100% sampling 

rate means that the number of measurements is the same as the total number of pixels.  

 The simulated designs proposed by Ayzman could not be physically constructed 

because the simulated model was oversimplified as the detectors were simulated with a 

void of the same cross-sectional size of the collimator array; the noise was assumed to be 

zero when the collimator mask elements were supposed to be absorbing neutrons (in 

reality the noise would not be zero); the active imaging system requires the use of a plane 

source emitting 14-MeV neutrons in the collimation direction, and that the physical 

measurement process was not simulated. This PhD research replaces these 

oversimplifications by simulating the detectors with available materials and equipment for 

an experiment to prove this method; designing an improved collimation system that would 

optimize the measurements’ signal-to-noise ratio; designing a more practical system that 

can allow for experiments to be done to validate simulation data; and simulating as well 

as performing the designed measurement. 

1.3.2.4. Boardman et al., 2020 

  At the end of 2020 when the experimental measurements for this PhD research 

was concluded at, a spectroscopic gamma-ray imaging technology using compressed 

sensing theory was released by the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology 

Organization (ANSTO) [23]. The research team had published the initial findings that 

drove the development of the technology [24]. The publication demonstrated experimental 

results from using 128 randomly patterned steel masks and a 1×1×0.5 cm3 CdZnTe (CZT) 
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detector to measure photon counts. Image reconstruction was performed using the 

Gradient Projection for Sparse Reconstruction (GPSR).  

 The imaging was done for two point sources with a 16-by-16 pixel field of view, 

and results showed that the system used only 10% of the total measurements required by 

an equivalent raster scanning system. An extended source imaging was also studied by 

having 99Mo/99mTc and 67Ga liquid radionuclides dispensed onto a piece of absorbent 

paper in the shape of ‘A’ and ‘X’, respectively. The images produced with 33% and 50% 

of the total measurements normally required for a 256-pixel image were compared. It was 

demonstrated that both measurements gave similar results, but the images for 50% of total 

measurement needed have less signs of degradation (better image quality).  

 Despite the similarities in their work and this PhD research, a major difference is 

in the use of the image reconstruction method. This research uses the non-negative least 

squares (NNLS) algorithm to reconstruct images instead of the GPSR algorithm. NNLS 

has been demonstrated in this PhD study to be an alternative method for image recovery. 

Additionally, the use of GM detectors in the imaging system was also studied and its 

results were compared with those of spectroscopic detectors. The success of employing 

relatively cheaper GM detectors in this study is promising as some nuclear security 

programs, especially in developing nations, have limited budget available to support their 

nuclear security initiative. The potential of using affordable GM detectors for imaging 

promotes technology transfer, which is important in establishing a stronger global nuclear 

security system [25]. The simplicity in the reconstruction method employed and the proof 
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of cheaper alternatives for radioactive source imaging system resulted from this PhD work 

can motivate new developments and improvements of such system in the future.  
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2. EMPLOYING MCNP TO OPTIMIZE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR 

COMPRESSED SENSING NEUTRON SOURCE IMAGING* 

 

2.1. Introduction 

 Traditionally, an image with 𝑀𝑀 pixels requires 𝑀𝑀 measurements to reproduce it 

and this method is known as the raster scan method [1]. Compressed (or compressive) 

sensing theory however allows for smaller number of measurements, 𝐾𝐾, to recover 

information that was thought to be unrecoverable if 𝐾𝐾 < 𝑀𝑀 [2]. This information 

acquisition method has been utilized in signal processing and data storage applications, 

but very few studies have been performed in nuclear imaging applications [3–5]. A 

neutron imaging technique was proposed to include the principles of compressed sensing 

in the collimator design [6]. It is emphasized that the objective of this research is to image 

a neutron source to determine its shape and size as this is useful for nuclear security 

applications.  

 This novel technique would be helpful in the efforts to monitor contraband nuclear 

materials transportation at shipping ports or land borders. Neutron source imaging may be 

better than just neutron detection as it would help in determining the level of response that 

is needed if the shape of the suspected neutron source could be visualized. One advantage 

of this design is that it allows for the use of only one or two neutron detectors to image a 

source with fast neutrons. The materials used for this proposed system design are also  
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inexpensive and ubiquitous, making it inexpensive to acquire and implement. A system 

utilizing this technique could also be employed at nuclear installations to compare neutron 

image signatures for nuclear safeguards purpose.  

 The fundamental principle that allows for this technique to work is the fact that 

mathematically, signals obtained by measurements using compressed sensing can be 

translated into another set of signals that collectively form the image signals, 𝑥𝑥. 

Compressive sensing works because𝑥𝑥is required to be𝑠𝑠-sparse, which means that𝑥𝑥can be 

represented using only 𝑠𝑠 non-zero coefficients. As 𝑥𝑥 is plotted as an image, lighter shades 

in 𝑥𝑥 would represent the possible positions with stronger neutron intensity. Therefore, if a 

neutron source is present when the imaging takes place, 𝑥𝑥 would be an 𝑠𝑠-sparse set of 

signals as it is expected that the neutron source is the dominant neutron emitter that would 

stand out from the surrounding.  

 The translation process utilizes incoherence of a sensing matrix, 𝐴𝐴, which maps 𝑥𝑥 

to the measured signals, 𝑏𝑏, the neutron counts. In linear algebra, coherence of a matrix is 

defined as the largest absolute normalized inner product between its different columns, 

and this characterizes the dependence between the matrix columns. A small value of 

coherence (higher incoherence) would result in a better likelihood for successful signal 

recovery. To ensure incoherence, the sensing matrix is required to have randomness as a 

property. It is shown later in the methodology section that 𝐴𝐴 is assigned to be a random 

combination of zeros and ones. Solving for 𝑥𝑥 would eventually produce a 2𝐷𝐷 resemblance 

that identifies the shape and location of the imaged neutron source.  
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 The image signals, 𝑥𝑥, are recovered using non-negative least squares (NNLS), in 

which a requirement for the sparse 𝑥𝑥 entries to be non-negative is imposed [7,8]. 

Nonnegative entries are required because it is assumed that the image signals would 

consist of only positive values as they would indicate the presence of a neutron source. 

Other materials surrounding the source are not radioactive, and therefore will not generate 

positive values. Using the relation 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥=𝑏𝑏, 𝑥𝑥 matrix recovery is achieved by using a built-

in MATLAB function called lsqnonneg and is explained further in the methodology 

section. Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code (MCNP) [9] simulations were performed 

to determine the collimator array size (total pixels), dimensions and material for the 

experiment. Throughout this paper, the chronology of simulations that led to the final 

system design is elaborated and results are subsequently discussed. 

2.2. Methodology 

2.2.1. MCNP simulations 

 The preliminary simulations were based on a cylindrical water tank to determine 

the required water height to stop all thermal neutrons through scattering and absorption in 

water. A 252Cf isotropic point source was placed 50 cm above the water and a measurement 

surface for the 𝐹𝐹1 tally was placed directly underneath the tank. The 𝐹𝐹1 tally defined in 

MCNP measures particle current (neutron in this case) at an assigned surface. This means 

that neutron counts will be tallied whenever a neutron, regardless of its energy, crosses the 

surface of interest. Only direct streaming of neutrons from the source will be used for 

image reconstruction. Simulations with varying 𝐹𝐹1 tally surface size were run to determine 

collimator dimensions that ensured minimal in-scatter from exterior neutrons.  
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 The collimator was introduced vertically into the model at the tank’s center as a 

2×2 array. Simulations were run with three different types of collimator materials: 

stainless steel, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and aluminum. Once the appropriate material 

was identified, an array size of 23×23 was arbitrarily chosen. A ring source was positioned 

at 50 cm above the water surface and was defined as a 1 μCi 252Cf spontaneous fission 

neutron source emitting 4.31 × 103 ns−1. A ring source was chosen so that the image quality 

could be evaluated by the easiness of source shape and position identification.  

 After the image produced using 23×23 array size was evaluated, the array size was 

reduced by half to see if there was any difference in the image quality. An acceptable 

image quality difference would mean that smaller array size may be employed as it would 

result in a more practical experiment. Another model with an 11×11 array size, but with a 

rectangular tank was simulated due to the availability of a rectangular tank for the 

experiment. The rectangular tank model used a 100 μCi of the same neutron source. 

Table 2-1. The dimensions of MCNP simulation models. Reprinted with permission 
from “Employing MCNP to optimize experimental design for compressed sensing 

neutron source imaging.”. 

Item  Dimensions (cm) 
Cylindrical tank  31.48(𝑅𝑅) × 101(𝐻𝐻) 

Parallelepiped tank 101.6(𝑊𝑊) × 121.92(𝐿𝐿) × 137.16(𝐻𝐻) 

23×23 pipe  0.316(𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷) × 0.514(𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷) × 100(𝐻𝐻) 

11×11 pipe  0.635(𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷) × 0.912(𝑂𝑂𝐷𝐷) × 100(𝐻𝐻) 

 

 A configuration is defined as a combination of air-filled (empty) pipes and water-

filled pipes. Empty pipes are represented as 1’s in the 𝐴𝐴 matrix while water-filled pipes 
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are represented as 0’s. This allows for neutron interactions to be defined as follows; the 

inner product of the 𝐴𝐴 matrix with the image matrix, 𝑥𝑥, would then represent neutron 

absorption for multiplication with 0’s and neutron streaming towards the 𝐹𝐹1 tally surface 

at the end of the tank (where the detector will be in the experiment) for multiplication with 

1’s. The average open channel fraction of the collimator is 0.5. Three hundred random 

array configurations were created by a Python code for the 23×23 array and 100 

configurations for the 11×11 array. This resulted in the creation of 300 and 100 MCNP 

input files for the 23×23 and 11×11 array, respectively. Each file was run, producing a 

corresponding output file that contains the 𝐹𝐹1 tally results. These results form a𝑏𝑏matrix 

that corresponds to the respective array size.  

 Table 2-1 shows the dimensions used in the MCNP models. The proposed neutron 

source imaging system is illustrated in Fig. 2-1. This diagram shows the cross-sectional 

area of the proposed setup on the 𝑥𝑥–𝑧𝑧 plane and the 𝑥𝑥–𝑦𝑦 plane at 𝑧𝑧= 50, which is about 

halfway through the height of the tank. The collimator array is placed in the middle of the 

tank with rubber stoppers fixed at the bottom ends. Figure 2-1 shows the configuration 

with all pipes filled with water (matrix𝐴𝐴entries are all zeros). For proposed experiments, 

two 3He neutron detectors are placed beneath the tank and a neutron source is placed on 

or above the collimator. Depending on the row entries of matrix 𝐴𝐴, different configurations 

of collimator can be obtained by removing water (if the entry is 1) or adding water (if the 

entry is 0) into corresponding pipes. 
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Figure 2-1. Illustration of the proposed neutron source imaging system displayed using 
the MCNP Visual Editor software showing the cross-sectional views on the 𝑥𝑥–𝑧𝑧 plane at 
𝑦𝑦 = 0, and the 𝑥𝑥–𝑦𝑦 plane at 𝑧𝑧 = 50. Reprinted with permission from “Employing MCNP 
to optimize experimental design for compressed sensing neutron source imaging”. 

2.2.2. Image reconstruction 

 A Python code was created to extract the array configurations from the MCNP 

input files and to rewrite in an Excel spread sheet where each array configuration is stored 

as the row entry of the spreadsheet. The extracted data forms matrix𝐴𝐴, which is therefore 

a 300×529 matrix for the 23×23 array and 100×121 for the 11×11 array. The 𝐹𝐹1 tally 

results were also extracted from the corresponding output files and rewritten as the row 

entry in another spreadsheet. These entries in a new Excel sheet make matrix 𝑏𝑏. Here, 𝑏𝑏 is 

a 300×1 matrix for the 23×23array and 100×1 for the 11×11 array. 

min�|x|�1  subject to A x = b (2 − 1) 

 Image reconstruction in compressed sensing is usually solved using l1-

minimization. There are a few variations of l1-minimization technique, depending on the 
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type of problem to be solved. The earliest code was developed using MATLAB program 

and is known as the l1-MAGIC program [2]. An example of one way to solve for 𝑥𝑥=𝑏𝑏/𝐴𝐴 

by l1-minimization is shown by Eq. 2-1, which is known as basis pursuit. If a nonnegative 

vector, 𝑥𝑥, is recovered by l1-minimization, then itis the unique nonnegative vector that 

satisfies 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥=𝑏𝑏. Therefore, 𝑥𝑥 can also be recovered by NNLS by solving for 𝑥𝑥=𝑏𝑏/𝐴𝐴 and 

minimizing the 𝑙𝑙2 of the difference between 𝑏𝑏 and the inner product of 𝐴𝐴 and 𝑥𝑥 as shown 

in Eq. 2-2. If the image, 𝑥𝑥, is nonnegative and sparse, the use of NNLS will typically solve 

for 𝑥𝑥 if the NNLS uses the active Lawson–Hanson algorithm. 

min�|b− Ax|�2  subject to z ≥ 0 (2 − 2) 

 Solving for Eq. 2-2 using an active set is possible by solving an un-constrained 

least-square problem that includes only inactive variables, if the active variables are 

known [10]. This is done by attempting to find the nonnegative solution with some 

variables being assigned to zero. These variables are called an active set because of their 

non-negativity constraints being activated. The active set is modified by a single variable 

in each iteration and finally the unconstrained least-square problem is solved without the 

active set [11]. The lsqnonneg function in MATLAB executes the Lawson–Hanson 

algorithm that employs this active-set technique [8].  

 A comparison between the l1-minimization solution and the NNLS solution is 

presented and discussed in the subsequent section for the 23×23 array with the ring source 

positioned near the top-right corner of the collimator array with 𝐾𝐾= 300.The recovered 

signal matrix, 𝑥𝑥, is shown as a gray-scaled image using the imagesc command in MATLAB. 
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For the 11×11 rectangular data, images were constructed with various numbers of 

measurements, 𝐾𝐾, starting from 100 and reduced to 30 with an interval of 10 

measurements. The purpose of this was to observe the effect of 𝐾𝐾 value on image quality. 

2.3. Results and discussions 

 The initial simulations resulted in the requirement for a 100 cm height of water to 

stop all thermal neutrons (less than 0.025 eV) at the bottom of the cylindrical water tank. 

This was reflected by the zero value of MCNP tally output for thermal neutrons. The array 

was required to be smaller than 25.3 cm by 25.3 cm to avoid in-scattering from the sides 

of the tank into the 𝐹𝐹1 tally surface.  

 

Figure 2-2. Comparison between the solution produced by l1-MAGIC and lsqnonneg for 
a cylindrical tank with 23×23 array for 𝐾𝐾= 300. Reprinted with permission from 
“Employing MCNP to optimize experimental design for compressed sensing neutron 
source imaging”. 

 Placing a different material in the tank might cause some neutrons to reach the 𝐹𝐹1 

tally surface because of its lower neutron absorption cross section compared to that of 

water. Since most of the thermal neutrons are supposed to be absorbed by the determined 
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water height, a material that would result in minimal number of neutrons to reach the 𝐹𝐹1 

tally surface would be preferable. Stainless steel was found to be the best collimator 

material as it caused minimal neutrons traveling through the length of the collimator 

compared to PVC and aluminum. However, there was only a 0.17 ± 0.09 ns−1 average-

count-rate increase when PVC was used as the collimator material. Since PVC pipes are 

less expensive than the stainless-steel pipes, PVC was selected as the collimator material 

for the proof-of-concept experiment.  

 With these requirements, the neutron source image was reconstructed successfully 

by the 23×23 array size using all measurements (𝐾𝐾= 300). The reduced array size to 11×11 

resulted in a source image with lower resolution as expected using all measurements (𝐾𝐾= 

100), but with an image quality that still allows for source localization and shape 

identification. The reconstructed image, 𝑥𝑥 using l1-MAGIC is compared with using 

lsqnonneg function in MATLAB in Fig. 2-2. It can be seen here that the NNLS technique 

gives the same solution as the l1-minimization technique. Due to this similarity, all images 

in this work were then processed with the lsqnonneg function in MATLAB, with matrices 

𝐴𝐴 and 𝑏𝑏 as its inputs. NNLS was chosen to solve for𝑥𝑥because this technique is faster and 

readily available in MATLAB, while also producing a verisimilar solution as l1-

minimization solvers do.  
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Figure 2-3. The image produced using a cylindrical tank for a ring source at top-right 
corner by (a) 23×23 simulation data with𝐾𝐾= 300, and (b) 11×11 simulation data with 𝐾𝐾= 
100. The dotted plot depicting a ring in the bottom figures is the source plot displayed 
using the MCNP Visual Editor software with the top view of the array. Reprinted with 
permission from “Employing MCNP to optimize experimental design for compressed 
sensing neutron source imaging”. 

 A comparison between the images produced by the 23×23 array and the 11×11 

array is shown in Fig. 2-3. It was determined that an 11×11 would be a suitable and 

practical array size for a physical experiment. Due to availability of a rectangular 250-

gallon water tank, another MCNP model with these new characteristics was built. The 

images produced as a function of 𝐾𝐾 are depicted in Fig. 2-4 which shows that significant 

degradation of image quality was observed below 𝐾𝐾= 60. The source shape and location 

were changed to a larger ring placed in the middle of the collimator to facilitate better 

comparison of image quality as a function of 𝐾𝐾.  
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 For measurements with low count rates, large relative error in 𝑏𝑏 is expected. This 

will in turn result in large uncertainties in 𝑥𝑥. Ideally, the determination of the minimum 𝐾𝐾 

would be more precise by performing many reconstructions from multiple data sets (each 

data set contains measurements for 100 configurations). However, the simulations done 

so far are meant to serve as a benchmark for the actual experiment. For example, it should 

be possible to start seeing the source shape or location when at least 𝐾𝐾= 50 measurements 

have been obtained. In the future, multiple data set reconstructions will be implemented 

for final design optimization. 

 

Figure 2-4. Images produced at different 𝐾𝐾 values for a simulation of a ring source at 
the center of a rectangular tank with an 11×11 array. Reprinted with permission from 
“Employing MCNP to optimize experimental design for compressed sensing neutron 
source imaging”. 

 MCNP simulations for this rectangular water tank show that for a ring source 

strength of 100 μCi with 252Cf fission spectrum, the average total number of neutrons 

crossing the bottom of the tank for all of the configurations is 2.58 ± 1.6 ns−1. Assuming 

a neutron background of 0.5 ns−1 and a detector efficiency of 0.01, a 10-minute 
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measurement for one configuration would result in an expected average count of 15.5 ± 

3.9 and an expected background count 3.0 ± 1.7. These measurements are not statistically 

the same within 2𝜎𝜎 of each other, hence a 10-minute count (or longer) would be sufficient 

for analysis through the image reconstruction process. 

2.4. Conclusion 

 MCNP simulation results indicate that an 11×11 array of PVC pipes would be 

sufficient and feasible to perform a physical experiment for neutron source image 

reconstruction. Simulations showed that image quality allowing for neutron source shape 

and location determination is obtained with as low as 50% of the total pixels compared 

to the conventional raster scan method. This proves to be useful in realizing system that 

is less expensive and more efficient in localizing and identifying the shape of a neutron 

source. This system is considered as inexpensive as it can only be built using water, PVC 

pipes, a water tank, and a water pumping system. 
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3. MODELING A PROOF-OF-CONCEPT SYSTEM FOR IMAGING GAMMA 

SOURCES 

 
3.1. Introduction 

Preliminary measurements for the imaging of a 252Cf source with the physical 

proof-of-concept system were complicated by interference from another experiment that 

was ongoing at the same experiment location. It was decided that the validation of the 

system model was continued with the imaging of a gamma source instead. The availability 

of a 14.8 MBq 137Cs and Geiger Muller (GM) detectors for an experiment to be set up 

called for a design update on the previous proof-of-concept system. The procedure of 

modeling the system for imaging gamma sources is outlined in detail in this section. 

Fortunately, it was found that there were not any changes needed for the collimation 

system.  

3.2. Method 

3.2.1. MCNP modeling  

This section consists of the steps taken in designing for a proof-of-concept system 

for imaging gamma sources. The design is started by defining the system requirements. 

The gamma source imaging system is required to produce data that will allow for a 2D 

image of a radiation source to be constructed. The image produced must be able to show 

the shape and position of the radiation source. In addition, the system must be easy to 

assemble and have minimal cost to assemble and operate. From here onwards, the phrase 

“successful image reconstruction” or other similar phrases will be used to indicate the 
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performance of the system design. Image reconstruction is said to be successful if the 

shape of the radiation source and its location can be determined correctly from the 

reconstructed image. For example, measurement data for a small point radiation source 

placed in the middle of the collimator is expected to produce an image that shows a dot in 

the middle of the image.  

3.1.1.1. The design processes 

The design processes followed a logical sequence of systems engineering process 

which consists of these activities: identifying system requirements (based on the product 

objectives), determining functional requirements, defining functional architecture, 

allocating function(s) to the defined subsystems, and performing simulations of the 

proposed subsystems (synthesis) [1]. Every simulation result will be verified against the 

higher-level requirements and this whole process will eventually result in the 

specifications of the system architecture.  

There were multiple factors that needed to be determined in deciding the required 

functional architecture, such as the amount of attenuating material needed; how to turn the 

A matrix into a physical product (collimator); and the radiation detection method. These 

three factors lead to the introduction of three subsystems that would perform the 

determined functional requirements; attenuation, collimator and detection subsystems. 

The attenuation component must be able to attenuate efficiently and easily be removed or 

placed. The collimator must be a good photon attenuator, does not break easily, as well as 

lightweight. The detection system must be simple and easy to set up. All of these three 
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subsystems also are required to be made of materials that are easily available and not 

expensive. Next is the process of defining the physical architecture for each subsystem.  

3.1.1.2. The attenuation subsystem 

There are several options for the material that will be used for the photon 

attenuation subsystem. Some of the well-known materials used in gamma shielding are 

lead, concrete, glass, water, and polyethylene. Based on the defined system requirements 

and constraints, the best candidate for attenuation material was found to be water. With 

this selection, MCNP simulations were performed for a cylindrical-shaped water of radius 

30.48 cm, placed 10 cm above a concrete floor with surface current and cell flux tallies 

(F1 and F4 tally in MCNP) in a cylindrical measurement cell placed at the bottom of it. 

The energy bins for both tallies were set to 0.6619 and 0.6621 MeV to track the 662-keV 

photons. 

3.1.1.3. The collimator subsystem 

MCNP simulations were also performed to determine the maximum collimator 

dimensions (cross-sectional area) by varying the current and flux tally size. The tally was 

defined with a cylindrical measurement cell made of air and the radius of the cell, r, was 

varied in an increment of 5 cm. Ideally, the bigger the collimator dimensions are (the 

bigger the tally size is), the more information can be gathered for the radiation source 

imaging. MCNP simulations were performed to see if there was any undesired indirect 

(scattered) photon detection in the measurement cell at the bottom. If the current across 

the top surface of the measurement cell was smaller than the current calculated from cell 
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flux value (F4 tally), it can be said that there was a contribution from undesired scattered 

photon in the detection.  

For the collimator subsystem, there are two aspects that needed to be addressed; 

its material and pixel configuration. The materials considered to carry out the allocated 

functions were lead, stainless steel, aluminum and polyvinyl chloride (PVC). Based on the 

functional requirements, lead was removed from the consideration due to its high density 

that would affect workability with the material. Next is the pixel configuration, with two 

methods of collimation in consideration; coded aperture mask and an array of pipes 

allowing for pixels to be represented. Based on the functional requirements, a pipe array 

was chosen because the coded aperture mask would have to be manufactured, while pipes 

are readily available in retail stores and can be filled with water, the selected attenuation 

material. Therefore, MCNP simulations for a 3×3 pipe array of three different materials 

with the determined array dimensions were performed to select the most suitable material.  

In order to ensure enough pixels to portray the imaged radiation source, the number 

of pixels, n had to be determined. An arbitrary size of 23×23 was chosen, totaling to n = 

529 pixels for the collimator. This means that instead of the previously simulated 3×3 

array, the PVC pipes were modeled to be arranged in a 23×23 array. With the current 

physical architecture determined, another set of simulations were performed by having the 

23×23 PVC collimator filled with water over a 25 cm × 25 cm area and surrounded by 

varying width of water, w at a fixed water height, 70 cm. The water width, w was varied 

by changing the radius of the cylindrical tank. This was to establish the amount of water 

needed around the collimator to prevent interference from photons scattered off of 
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materials surrounding the imaging system. This ensured that only the photons directly 

from the radiation source, through the air-filled pipes, were being detected at the base of 

the collimator and the scattered photons at lower energies are minimized.  

Lower energy photons are more likely to interact and get detected by the detectors 

and thus contribute to the noise in the measurements. Therefore, it is important to 

optimally minimize these photons against the buildup photons resulted from the increase 

of water volume around the collimator. The currents from photons with energies less than 

662 keV were analyzed because these photons were more likely to contribute to noise in 

the measurements. The currents of 662 keV photons remained constant for all water width, 

w values. Similar to the previous analysis, the difference between the photon currents 

calculated from the F4 tally and the F1 tally for less than 662 keV was used to observe 

any undesired contribution of lower energy photon detection through the sides of the 

measurement cell.  

An updated model with a cylindrical tank of 55 cm radius and the 23×23 collimator 

array was then prepared to simulate the imaging of a ring gamma source. The collimator 

pipes were modeled to be filled with either water or air randomly, and each random 

combination is called a configuration. It was envisioned that the bottom end of the pipes 

would be sealed with rubber corks to enable the random filling of water and air. A Python 

code was compiled to generate 300 configurations for the collimator in the form of a 300 

×529 matrix. This matrix is the sensing matrix A as explained earlier in the Foundation 

section. The A matrix consists of only “1” and “0” values, in which “1” represents air and 

“0” represents water.  
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Mathematically, “0” represents the attenuation of photons by water and “1” results 

in the photons to travel along the pipes and get detected at the bottom of the collimator. It 

was envisioned that pipes would have been sealed at the bottom of the collimator to make 

the pipes that are assigned with the value “1” in matrix A to be filled with air. Therefore, 

the MCNP model for the experiment included rubber corks at the bottom end of the 

collimator.  

The matrix A has 300 rows, representing the 300 different configurations. It has 

529 columns because there is a total of 529 pipes representing the pixels, n. Hence, each 

row in matrix A describes the water-air combination for each configuration. The number 

of measurements, m = 300 (56.7% of n) was chosen as it was expected according to Eq. 1 

that accurate image reconstruction was achievable with measurements that are at 55% of 

the pixel amount. Each configuration was simulated using MCNP for the 23×23 collimator 

array and the 662 keV photon current tally resulting from each simulation becomes the 

row entry for matrix b with the dimension of 300×1.  

The source was defined as a ring-shaped gamma source with an energy of 662 

keV, placed on top of the collimator with the ring’s center aligned with the center of the 

collimator’s cross-sectional area. A ring shape was chosen so that it would be easier to 

qualitatively judge the quality of the reconstructed image as the image was expected to 

have pixels highlighted in locations that collectively resemble the shape of a ring and show 

the location of the imaged source. A gamma source with an energy of 662 keV was chosen 

due to the availability of a 14.8 MBq (400 µCi) 137Cs gamma source for experimental use. 

The image of the source, x was then reconstructed using both l1-MAGIC code and 
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lsqnonneg in MATLAB. The image, x was plotted on a grayscale using the MATLAB 

imagesc built-in function, which plots the normalized values of elements in x.  

The size of the array was further reduced by half and another set of simulations 

were performed with an 11×11 collimator array. The corresponding reconstructed image 

was compared to that of the 23×23 array. The 11×11 array has a total of n = 121 pixels 

with the matrix A being a 100×121 matrix and matrix b being a 100×1 matrix. Again, the 

choice of m that is at least half of n, which is 121 for the 11×11 array, resulted in the 

decision to take m = 100 (82.6% of n) for this array size to ensure that the image recovery 

is successful.  

Based on the determined width of water needed around the collimator, the only 

shape for a water tank that can hold the required amount of water was found to be 

rectangular. It was found that a suitable water tank available for the experiment is a 250-

gallon industrial-grade reusable container known as the intermediate bulk container (IBC). 

The consequent simulations would be performed with the IBC as the container that hold 

the water and the PVC collimator, including a metal cage that supports the IBC and the 

rubber corks that seal the bottom end of the collimator.  

3.1.1.4. The detection subsystem 

Next is to determine the physical architecture for the detection subsystem. The 

types of detector considered to be used are scintillator, semiconductor and Geiger Muller 

(GM) detectors. The IBC comes with a metal cage that surrounds it and is attached to a 

pallet base mount. The space between the metal cage and the concrete floor would be the 

space where the detection subsystem is placed. This limited space presents a constraint for 
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the detection subsystem. It was determined that a collection of GM counters would be 

suitable as it would make a relatively small and easy to assemble system compared to the 

other two types of detector.  

It was also important to determine the quantity and the arrangement of the 

detectors to optimize image reconstructions. Simulations were performed for groups of 

two, four, six and eight cylindrical air volumes to model the GM detectors. These volumes 

were designated with a flux tally (F4 tally in MCNP) to count the total flux in the volumes, 

which would then be converted to expected counts. The availability of only six GM 

detectors for the experiment becomes another design limit for the subsystem. With six GM 

detectors, another set of simulations was performed for different arrangements which were 

block, radial and “fishbone” arrangements.  

3.1.1.5. Defining test cases 

The final set of simulations address the test cases that will be compared against 

experiment results. Four different cases that describe different source positions are defined 

in order to demonstrate the system’s ability to localize and identify the source shape, to 

see the effect of distance from the collimator to the reconstructed image, and to observe 

the effect of shielding on the radiation source. These four cases used the same 300 

collimator configurations but with different source positions.  

The first case was defined as the gamma source positioned on top of the collimator 

in the middle of the cross section. The second case had the same definition as the first case 

but the gamma source was placed 27.94 cm above the collimator. This will be realized in 
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the physical experiment by using a plastic source holder of the same height. The third case 

was defined as the second case but with a piece of aluminum alloy positioned underneath 

the gamma source by placing it on top of the collimator. The fourth case was defined as 

the gamma source positioned somewhere near the bottom right part of the top of the 

collimator. These cases are depicted in Fig. 3-1. 

 

Figure 3-1. The test cases defined with different positions of gamma source (blue dot) for 
comparison between simulations and experimental results. Blue area represents water, red 
aluminum alloy, yellow PVC and cyan air. 

A 14.8 MBq (400 µCi) 137Cs gamma source in the shape of a small pellet with a 

diameter of 0.5 cm and a height of 1 cm is available for use in the experiment. This source 

can be considered as a point source because the detection of the source will be done at 

least three times the largest source dimension away [2]. Hence, simulations with the final 

model were performed with a point 137Cs source instead of a ring source used in previous 

simulations.  
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The four cases of different source positions are summarized in Table 3-1. For Case 

3 in the experiment, an aluminum alloy piece will be placed on top of the collimator and 

below the gamma source. This will be done to observe the effect of shielding of the gamma 

source and if object (active) imaging was possible with this system. The shape of the 

aluminum alloy piece, which is available for use in the experiment, is shown in Fig. 3-2. 

These test cases were simulated and the source image, x for each of the four cases was 

recovered using the built-in NNLS algorithm in MATLAB.  

Table 3-1. The gamma source position for each case, with the “above” position being 
27.94 cm above the collimator (held by a plastic source holder). 

Case Source position 
1 On top of collimator, middle 

2 Above the collimator, middle 

3 Above the collimator, middle, with an aluminum alloy piece below it 

4 On top of collimator, near bottom right corner 

 

 

Figure 3-2. The shape of the aluminum alloy piece used in Case 3. 
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3.3. Results and Discussion 

3.3.1. The attenuation subsystem 

The water height was varied to find the needed height to attenuate 662 keV photons 

from a point source positioned 130 cm above the concrete in the middle of the cylindrical 

water’s cross-sectional area by at least 99.5%. The minimum height was determined to be 

60 cm, as shown in Table 3-2, which caused a reduction of 99.45% of 662 keV photons, 

presenting roughly 2.77% of the average annual background dose of 3 mSv/year. A water 

height of 70 cm was chosen for the consequent sets of simulation. 

Table 3-2. The calculated attenuation and dose rate at the bottom of a 60.96 cm wide 
water cylinder of various height. 

h (cm) F1 (662 keV γ s-1) F4 (662 keV γ cm-2 s-1) Attenuation (%) Dose rate (mSv yr-1) 
0 444212 153.21 0.00 15.035 

10 186648 64.3743 57.98 6.317 

20 78293.2 27.0014 82.38 2.650 

30 32800.8 11.319 92.61 1.111 

40 13900.9 4.79726 96.87 0.471 

50 5915.74 2.04068 98.67 0.200 

60 2440.52 0.842385 99.45 0.083 

70 1031.56 0.356189 99.77 0.035 

80 427.72 0.147295 99.90 0.014 

90 165.112 0.056947 99.96 0.006 

100 56.61 0.019684 99.99 0.002 

110 34.595 0.012031 99.99 0.001 
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3.3.2. The collimator subsystem 

 Figure 3-3 shows that the currents calculated from the F4 tally were statistically 

the same as the F1 tally currents in terms of the trend even though magnitudes are 

different; there were no significant contribution from undesired photons coming from the 

sides of the measurement cell in the detection. The error bars are so large because 

uncertainties were propagated from multiplication with the measurement cell area and 

subtraction of the value of currents. The increasing propagated uncertainties were mainly 

contributed by the measurement cell area which was treated as a constant and this constant 

value increased with the cell radius by r2. This result shows that the dimensions of the 

collimator are only limited by the dimensions of the water tank as the collimator must be 

smaller than the water tank. Therefore, the collimator dimensions were set to be 25 cm × 

25 cm as these dimensions were deemed to be practical for the proposed proof-of-concept 

system. 

MCNP simulations for a 3×3 pipe array of three different materials with the 

determined array dimensions were performed to select the most suitable material. These 

simulations resulted in PVC to be selected because as shown in Fig. 3-4, the PVC has a 

good photon attenuation capability compared to the other two materials when the pipes 

were all filled with water, and it did not excessively absorb the photons when the pipes 

were all empty, which was good to ensure high signal-to-noise ratio. PVC pipes are also 

the least expensive material compared to the other two materials. 
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Figure 3-3. The 662 keV photon current from F1 tally plotted against the measurement 
cell radius, r (top) and the difference between the current calculated from F4 tally and the 
F1 tally current plotted as a function of r (bottom). 
 

 

Figure 3-4. The calculated attenuation and dose rate at the bottom of the cylindrical water 
of various height. 
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 The minimum radius of water around the sides of the collimator was found to be 

55 cm. Figure 3-5 shows the possible photon interactions with the concrete floor and 

within the measurement cell. The difference between the F4 tally multiplied by the area 

of measurement cell and the F1 tally across the top of the measurement cell area gives a 

rough estimation of the scattered photons into the measurement cell.  

Figure 3-6 shows that the difference in currents for photons that are less than 662 

keV became statistically the same starting at w = 55 cm as w was increased. The error bars 

are large because uncertainties were propagated from the multiplication and subtraction 

operations. The approximately similar magnitudes of error bars are due to the use of the 

same measurement cell area in computing the difference between the current calculated 

from the F4 tally and the F1 tally current. The difference in currents also decreased 

significantly at w = 55 cm compared to when w = 30 cm. This indicates that interference 

from these lower energy photons (<662 keV) within the measurement cell was minimized 

at w = 55 cm. 

 

Figure 3-5. The schematic of photon interactions with the concrete floor and within the 
measurement cell. 
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Figure 3-6. The calculated attenuation and dose rate at the bottom of the cylindrical water 
of various height. 

The image of the ring-shaped source, x was reconstructed using both l1-MAGIC 

code and lsqnonneg in MATLAB. It was found that the image reconstruction was a success 

as shown in Fig. 3-7. Images produced by using the lsqnonneg function were found to be 

better and this had led to the use of image outputs from the lsqnonneg function for the 

remaining of the simulation results. 
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Figure 3-7. The reconstructed image using 23×23 array of a ring gamma source, placed 
in the center of the collimator top and of a smaller ring gamma source placed in the first 
quadrant of the collimator’s cross-sectional area using l1-MAGIC code and lsqnonneg 
function in MATLAB. 

It was expected that the image resolution produced with lower number of pixels 

would result in a less defined image. This is evident when comparing the images in Fig. 

3-8. Even though the resolution was degraded for the smaller array size, the ring shape 

was still distinguishable and the position was accurately located. It was decided that the 

11×11 size would be a suitable and practical choice for an experiment.  
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Figure 3-8. A comparison between the images reconstructed using the 23×23 array (left) 
and the 11×11 array (right) using the same ring gamma source, reconstructed using 
lsqnonneg function in MATLAB. 

3.3.3. The detection subsystem 

Simulations were performed for groups of two, four, six and eight cylindrical air 

volumes to model the GM detectors. It was found that the more the detector used, the 

better the image quality. Figure 3-9 shows that there needs to be at least six detectors that 

must be used in order to have image quality that allows for correct localization and shape 

identification.  
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Figure 3-9. The reconstructed images for different numbers of GM detectors used in the 
simulated measurements. 

With six GM detectors, another set of simulations was performed for different 

arrangements which were block, radial and “fishbone” arrangements. Figure 3-10 shows 

the results for each corresponding arrangement. It was found that the radial arrangement 

allows for better shape identification. With these simulations results, it was decided that 

the six GM detectors in radial arrangement would be employed for the experiment to 

validate the simulation results.  
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Figure 3-10. The reconstructed images for different detector arrangements used in the 
simulated measurements; (from left) “fishbone”, radial and block. 

The complete MCNP model with all attenuation, collimator and detection 

subsystems based on the available materials for the experiment is shown in Fig. 3-11. The 

complete system shown in Fig. 3-11 includes the modeling of the rubber corks at the end 

of the pipes and the metal cage that holds the tank. The cross-sections of the metal tubes 

that make up the cage are visible in the Visual Editor (VISED) image. However, the 

material color that was assigned to the metal cage is not visible as the thickness of the 

metal tubes is small compared to the overall dimensions of the whole system. 
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    (a)             (b)  

Figure 3-11. The MCNP model of the source imaging system generated by the MCNP 
Visual Editor software, showing (a) the cross-sectional view of the system on the x-z plane 
at y = 10, and (b) the top view of the system, both pictures showing an example of the 
collimator’s random configuration. Blue color represents water, green air, orange rubber 
corks, cyan concrete and red polyethylene (water tank).  

3.3.4. Test cases simulation results 

These test cases as listed in Table 3-1 were simulated and the source image, x for 

each of the four cases was recovered using the built-in NNLS algorithm in MATLAB. The 

results in Fig. 3-12 show that image reconstruction of the point gamma source was 

simulated to be successful. Case 1 and Case 4 reconstructed images accurately showed the 

correct location and shape of the gamma source. Even at almost 30 cm away, the 

reconstructed image in Case 2 accurately showed the position of the point source even 

though the image was relatively noisy.  
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Figure 3-12. The results of image reconstruction using NNLS, from left to right, for case 
1 (on top of collimator, middle), 2 (above the collimator, middle), 3 (above the collimator, 
middle, with an aluminum alloy piece below it), and 4 (on top of collimator, near bottom 
right corner). 

The third case showed that if a point gamma source was shielded by a 1-cm thick 

aluminum alloy and was placed further away from the collimator, it was still possible to 

localize the source. However, the shape of the aluminum alloy was not visible in the 

reconstructed image, indicating that active imaging may not be feasible for this particular 

setup. The results depicted in Fig. 3-12 serve as the expected results from the physical 

experiment which is planned to be performed.  

3.3.5. Experimental planning 

 The radiation source imaging system has been prepared based on the design 

activities using the systems engineering process and MCNP simulations. This setup is 

shown in Fig. 3-13 (a). There are six Ludlum Model 44-7 GM detectors, each connected 

to a Ludlum scaler-ratemeter Model 2200 (Fig.  3-13 (b)). Water is filled in the tank to a 

height of 79.38 cm and the collimator is placed upright in the center of the tank. Water 

and air combination is based on the same configurations used in simulations, and is made 

possible with the help of water pumps. The preliminary result comparison between 

simulation and experimental results will be performed for two initial collimator 
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configurations: an all-empty and an all-full configurations. The experiment will then be 

performed for four different cases as summarized in Table 3-1 and depicted in Fig. 3-14.  

One hundred measurements for each case defined in Table 3-1 will be performed, 

corresponding to the 100 different collimator configurations simulated. For every 

measurement, the GM detector counts will be collected and summed, representing the 

elements in matrix b. Experimental images reconstructed from the 100 different collimator 

configurations will then be compared with simulated images developed using the same 

reconstruction techniques. The data from simulations and experiments will be analyzed 

and discussed to determine the feasibility of the proposed radiation source imaging 

concept. Based on the analysis results, design improvements will be suggested, if 

necessary, for potential testing in the future. These suggestions might include some 

constraint relaxation such as the removal of minimal cost as one of the design 

requirements. 

  
     (a)                  (b)  
Figure 3-13. The experimental setup showing (a) the radiation source imaging system 
without the source, and (b) the arrangement of six GM detectors placed beneath the tank 
(not connected to ratemeters in the picture). 
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Figure 3-14. The experimental setup for Case 3 (source above the collimator, in the 
middle, with an aluminum alloy piece below it). This is the same setup for Case 2 but 
without the aluminum alloy piece. For Cases 1 and 4, the plastic source holder is removed 
and the source is placed directly on the collimator in the middle for case 1, and near the 
corner of the collimator (marked-black pipe) for Case 4. 

The experiment is expected to take seven weeks to complete. Each measurement 

will take a total of 45 minutes; 15 minutes to remove and fill water in the pipes according 

to the matrix A used for simulations, 15 minutes for the actual measurement, and 15 

minutes for background measurement without a source. Each day will be allocated with 

three measurements that will take at most three hours to complete. The experiment will be 

completed in roughly seven weeks if measurements are performed every working day. 

Data processing will take another one to two weeks and discrepancies will be expected 

because of the difference in the environment, geometry and heterogeneity of the materials 

involved.  
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The data trend is expected to be the same and similarity in the data trend will 

indicate that the simulation and physical systems are behaving similarly. Any major 

discrepancies in the actual and expected measurements will be solved by making 

amendments to the simulation model so that the expected results match the experiment 

results. This is because the simulation model is a much simpler representation of the actual 

components and it is more realistic to increase the complexity of the simulation model 

rather than decreasing the complexity of the actual system components. Once the results 

statistically match, further investigation on collimator and detector systems will be made 

to improve image reconstruction capability.  

3.4. Conclusion 

The incorporation of CS principles in imaging system designs, especially in the 

hardware design, is new in nuclear or radiological security. This research will present a 

novel design concept that can be applied in creating an alternative system to support 

monitoring and interception of radiological sources or nuclear materials illegal movements 

across nations. This would be done by validating the simulation results against 

experimental measurements and identifying aspects that can be enhanced and improved 

in both the system design and the system simulation model. The process of designing a 

radioactive source imaging system using CS principles and the performance of the 

proposed prototype based on the design constraints of the research have been 

demonstrated using MCNP simulations. Successful cross-validation between these 

experimental and simulation results will hopefully encourage further exploration of CS 

principles application in nuclear security. 
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4. VALIDATION OF MCNP-SIMULATED GAMMA MEASUREMENTS

USING GM DETECTORS 

4.1. Introduction 

There are several publications on the Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP)[1] radiation 

transport simulation of Geiger-Müller (GM) detectors [2], [3] and [4]. However, these 

publications did not provide the details on how to process the MCNP output results (or 

tallies) to accurately estimate radiation count rate in the GM detector. In addition, the 

tallies used in these aforementioned publications are different than the ones suggested in 

this paper. The use of surface current (F1 tally) and pulse height (F8 tally) estimators are 

found in literature to estimate radiation count rate in the GM detector. 

This paper offers a different method to estimate the GM detector’s gamma 

response by using tallies other than F1 and F8, which would be beneficial for certain types 

of problems. For example, using F1 tally requires the need for cosine binning option that 

would track photons crossing the designated surface in only one direction to avoid 

multiple counting due to backscattering interactions. However, this method would then 

assume that any photons crossing the surface will result in a pulse signal. Depending on 

the energy of the photons, a pulse signal might not result in the detector especially for 

photons with lower interaction probabilities. The F8 tally works best for spectroscopy, in 

which energy distribution of pulses registered in the designated cell is often utilized to plot 

the resulting spectrum. GM detectors function as counters that do not preserve energy 

information of the photons. Modeling a GM detector using the F8 tally would not be 

accurate because this assumes that the simulated GM detector does not utilize the Geiger 
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discharge process. As an alternative, this paper suggests the use of the cell flux tallies to 

model GM detector response. 

The objective of this paper is to investigate two methods of simulating GM 

detectors for gamma radiation detection and to determine which method better represents 

physical measurements from a proposed gamma source imaging system that uses 

compressed sensing principles [5–9]. This validated system model, described in Section 

3.1.4., could serve as a baseline model in which design modification can be made to 

improve and test the system prior to time-consuming physical experiments.  

The two methods demonstrated in this paper employed the cell flux (F4 tally) and 

energy cell flux (*F4 tally) estimators in quantifying the GM detector’s gamma radiation 

response using a set of experiments. The differences in the estimated radiation counts 

using these tallies are analyzed and discussed by comparing them with experimental 

results. One of the methods was selected to be used in the validation of the proposed 

system for imaging gamma radiation sources. The validation compares the expected 

radiation counts derived from MCNP simulations, using the selected MCNP tally-

processing method, to physical measurements for two experimental configurations.  

Since model validation is easier for a simple geometry, this research started with a 

simple source-detector geometry. Based on the results of this simple arrangement, the 

complexity of the system was increased by adding the collimator and water-filled tank, 

with the collimator channels either fully filled with water or fully filled with air. These 

two configurations (all-full and all-empty) are the most basic configurations of the 

proposed gamma source imaging system. This is important because model validation helps 
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to establish a transparent and verifiable method for design improvements of the proposed 

system. The validated model can then be applied to other areas in the fields of nuclear 

security, safety, and nonproliferation. One example is the integration of the proposed 

system in monitoring transport of radioactive materials through ports of entry. A 

thoroughly validated and verified simulation model would be valuable in implementing 

the system’s integration into the existing nuclear and radiological materials security 

program. 

4.1.1. Overview of how GM detectors work 

GM detectors (also known as GM tubes) are widely used for radiation detection. 

The radiation types detected by GM tubes are gamma, beta, and alpha radiation. Alpha 

and beta radiation interact with the gas in the GM detector through ionization and 

excitation. The resulting ion-pairs are then accelerated across the potential applied 

between the anode and the cathode of the detector. The electrons move towards the anode, 

and positive ions move towards the cathode. The accelerated electrons cause further 

ionization in the gas of the GM detector, resulting in signal multiplication, eventually 

creating the Townsend avalanche.  

The creation of a Townsend avalanche can induce multiple other avalanches at 

different positions along the anode. The collection of multiple avalanches is called the 

Geiger discharge, which gives the same pulse size regardless of the energy or type of 

incident radiation [10]. The electrons are collected at the anode and produces a signal that 

denotes the presence of a radiation interaction in the detector. These signals are counted 

by a single-channel analyzer (SCA) over a pre-set period of time. The count rate from the 
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source can then be divided by the system’s efficiency to determine the activity of a 

radioactive source.  

 Unlike alpha and beta radiation, gamma radiation primarily interacts with the 

tube’s aluminum casing, ejecting electrons from the metal into the fill gas (neon) [10]. 

These energetic electrons then interact the same way in the fill gas (ionization and 

excitation), resulting in signal output as explained previously.  

4.1.2. Detector and source arrangements of the study 

 The detector arrangement in this study is adopted from that of the proposed system. 

Two source arrangements are used in this study; one is denoted as the floor measurement 

and another as the holder measurement. Both consisted of six GM detectors radially placed 

on a concrete floor as shown in Fig. 4-1. These arrangements differed by the source 

position in relation to the GM array. A 14.8-MBq (0.4-mCi) 137Cs source is used in both 

arrangements. Due to the large dimension of the proposed system, a high-activity source 

was needed to account for the long distance between the detection system and the source. 

The same gamma source was used for the simplest geometry validation as well. 
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Figure 4-1. The top view (x-y plane) of the detector placement on a concrete floor 
illustrated in the MCNP Visual Editor (VISED) program (left) and a top view of the 
detector arrangement with a plastic source holder above the detectors. (right). 

In the floor measurement, the 137Cs source was placed on the floor in the middle 

of the detectors’ radial arrangement. This set-up is shown in Fig. 4-2 (a). In the holder 

measurement, the 137Cs source was placed 27.94 cm above the center of the detector 

arrangement as shown in Fig. 4-2 (b). In the physical experiment, the source was placed 

on a source holder made of plastic. Radiation counts from each detector were obtained for 

one minute. 

   (a)   (b) 

Figure 4-2. The side view (x-z plane) of the two parallel detectors for (a) floor 
configuration, and the (b) holder configuration. The blue dot shows the position of the 
137Cs source. 
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4.1.3. Compressed sensing technique using non-negative least squares 

 Compressed sensing is a technique that allows for the sampling of limited data to 

reconstruct a complete data set. The simplest example is the way pictures are stored in a 

computer memory. Current software stores high-quality pictures in smaller data files. This 

is done by converting the image matrix into a sparse matrix, that contains very few non-

zero elements. A typical criterion is that the number of non-zero elements is, at most, 

equivalent to the number of rows or columns of the image matrix. Only non-zero elements 

are stored compared to the total elements that make up the whole image. When the user 

opens the image file, the system then performs the reverse of the conversion process from 

the stored non-zero elements, producing the original image. 

 There are different ways of performing this conversion such as [11], [12] and [13]. 

An alternate non-negative least squares method is employed in this research to an under-

determined system (a mathematical problem with more unknowns than the number of 

equations or constraints available to obtain a unique solution) by l2-minimization with a 

non-negative elements requirement. Traditionally, measurements as many as the total 

number of elements representing the solution (pixels) is needed for image reconstruction. 

The proposed system, utilizing compressed sensing, allows for an image of a gamma 

radiation source to be reconstructed from a number of measurements that is less than the 

total amount of pixels that represent the image. The total number of pixels is equivalent to 

the total channels in the collimator array of the proposed system. 
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4.1.4. Proof-of-concept gamma source imaging system 

The proposed system was initially developed using the Monte Carlo N-Particle 

(MCNP) code for imaging neutron sources [14]. Design adjustments are made to the 

proposed system for the application of imaging gamma radiation sources instead. A 

primary component of the proposed system is a collimator array made of 11-by-11 

polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipes of 1.27-cm radius. It is placed upright in the middle of a 

water-filled 250-gallon rectangular tank. Beneath the tank, six GM detectors are placed in 

a radial arrangement with each connected to its own ratemeter. The details of the design 

process are discussed by Anuar et al. [14]. 

The PVC pipes that make the 11-by-11 collimator are filled with either water or 

air in a random combination. The random water-air combination is generated using a 

Python code and as many as 100 combinations are generated. Each combination is called 

a configuration and measurement readings from the GM detectors beneath the tank are 

recorded for each configuration. The gamma source to be imaged is placed above or on 

top of the collimator. The counts recorded are processed using the non-negative least 

squares algorithm in MATLAB to produce an image with a total of 121 pixels. The 

resulting image indicated the location and shape of the gamma source, which was a point 

source in this research.  

Before experimental measurements are completed, initial validation of the 

proposed system model was needed. Validation was done by comparing the MCNP-

simulated response to the measured counts collected from the proposed system. Two 
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collimator configurations were investigated: the all-full and all-empty configurations. An 

illustration of these two configurations is shown in Fig. 4-3.  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4-3. The side view of (a) an all-empty and (b) an all-full configuration. 

4.2. Methods 

4.2.1. Estimate of the analytical solution of the expected counts 

Firstly, the detector counts are estimated by analytical calculations. This is useful 

because it offers transparency to the problem as the effect of the defined variables on each 

other can be assessed in the formulation. The analytical solutions for the expected detector 

counts provided an upper and lower bound of the estimated counts. These values, together 

with the expected counts from simulations and the actual measurements allowed for 

validation to be performed.  

Mathematically expressing radiation interactions with matter accurately is 

difficult. To aid in the calculation, several simplifications and assumptions are made in 
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deriving the equations. The expressions for the detector expected counts are as shown in 

Eq. 4-1 and Eq. 4-2. Figure 4-7 helps in visualizing the interactions in both arrangements. 

Expected counts (floor), N𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠  = 

�
photons that interact only with aluminum ×  scattering probability 

+ photons that interact only with gas �×  time (4 − 1) 

Expected counts (holder), N𝑠𝑠ℎ  = 

�
photons that interact with aluminum ×  scattering probability 

+ photons that do not interact with aluminum but then do with gas� ×  time (4 − 2) 

 To accurately calculate the expected counts, these equations should be integrated 

over the relevant energy range, which depends on the type of radiation source, as well as 

over the thickness and volume of the two different materials that make up the detector. 

This is cumbersome to solve; hence a set of assumptions are made to simplify the 

equations.  

 The first assumption made is that all of the photons interacting in the detector have 

an energy of 662 keV being emitted by 137Cs source. The second assumption made is that 

the average distance traveled, �̃�𝑡 by the photons in the respective detector materials is 

constant. The parameter �̃�𝑡 is not the mean free path of the photon. Instead, it is just an 

average distance assumed for these calculations based on the geometry of the setup (floor 

or holder). These assumptions reduced Eqs. 4-1 and 4-2 to Eqs. 4-3 and 4-4. Table 4-1 

shows the approximated parameters for both arrangements. 
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Nsf [𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛−1] = 

𝑆𝑆
4𝜋𝜋

× Ω𝑠𝑠 × �(𝑒𝑒−𝜇𝜇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁×�̃�𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁,𝑓𝑓) × (1-𝑒𝑒−𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴×�̃�𝑡𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴,𝑓𝑓) × 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑠𝑠 + (1− 𝑒𝑒−𝜇𝜇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁×�̃�𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁,𝑓𝑓)� × 60 s     (4 − 3)

Nsh [𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛−1] = 

𝑆𝑆
4𝜋𝜋

× Ωℎ × �(1− 𝑒𝑒−𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴×�̃�𝑡𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴,ℎ) × 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,ℎ + (𝑒𝑒−𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴×�̃�𝑡𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴,ℎ) × (1− 𝑒𝑒−𝜇𝜇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁×�̃�𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁,ℎ)� × 60 s (4 − 4) 

Where: 

S = source strength (gammas s-1) 

Ω𝑠𝑠 = solid angle for the floor arrangement (ster) 

Ωℎ = solid angle for the holder arrangement (ster) 

𝜇𝜇𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = linear attenuation coefficient in neon (cm-1) 

𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = linear attenuation coefficient in aluminum (cm-1) 

�̃�𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁,𝑠𝑠 = mean distance traveled in neon for the floor arrangement (cm) 

�̃�𝑡𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴,𝑠𝑠 = mean distance traveled in aluminum for the floor arrangement (cm) 

�̃�𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁,ℎ = mean distance traveled in neon for the holder arrangement (cm) 

�̃�𝑡𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴,ℎ = mean distance traveled in aluminum for the holder arrangement (cm) 

𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,𝑠𝑠 = probability of scattering from aluminum into neon for the floor 

arrangement 

𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,ℎ = probability of scattering from aluminum into neon for the holder 

arrangement 
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 The solid angle, Ω and the probabilities of scattering from aluminum into neon, 

Pscatt. in Eqs. 4-3 and 4-4 were calculated first. Figure 4-4 shows the dimensions of the 

GM detector. Figure 4-5 shows the details of the source position relative to detector 4 in 

Fig. 4-1. The Ω is determined by integrating (cos α/r2) over the area viewed by the source 

(circular area in floor arrangement and rectangular area in holder arrangement). 

 The radius of the detector face, a, was 2.3 cm. The distance between the source 

and the detector face in the floor arrangement, d, was 1 cm while in the holder 

arrangement, h, was 30 cm. The 137Cs source was placed 27.94 cm (11 inches) above the 

detectors, but an effective distance between the radiation source and the surface area 

viewed by the source was assumed to include an additional distance equal to the radius of 

the detector. The angle α is between the solid r arrow and the normal to the surface area 

viewed by the source (d in the floor arrangement, and h in the holder measurement).  

 For the floor arrangement, the �̃�𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁,𝑠𝑠 was assumed to be a third of the detector’s 

length (4.4 cm) and �̃�𝑡𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴,𝑠𝑠 was a third of the path length in aluminum at half the detector’s 

length and an angle of tan-1 (2a-t/(λ/2+d)). For the holder arrangement, the �̃�𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁,ℎ was 

assumed to be a third of the detector’s diameter (1.27 cm) and �̃�𝑡𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴,ℎ was a third of the path 

length in aluminum at half the detector’s length and an angle of tan-1 ((λ/2+d)/h). 
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(a)          (b) 

 

 The next parameter, Pscatt, is estimated using the Klein-Nishina differential cross-

section formula as shown in Eq. 4-5. The photon’s scattering angle, θ in Eq. 4-5 is 

determined using the Compton scattering equation as shown in Eq. 4-6. There is a range 

of θ corresponding to electron recoil angle, φ (Eq. 4-7), that contribute to the detector 

Al casing 
t = 0.15558 cm 

Active length = 13.2 cm 

Neon gas 

Neon volume = 219 cm
3
 

Al volume = 78.7 cm
3
 

α h 
r 

Ω 

Ω 

a  
r 

α 

𝑑𝑑 

Figure 4-5. Diagram showing the position of the gamma source relative to a GM 
detector. This visualization aided in the solid angle calculation in (a) the floor 
arrangement and (b) the holder arrangement. 

Figure 4-4 The dimensions of the GM detector according to Ludlum 44-7 model [15]. 
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counts. These ranges of θ and φ are determined next for both floor and holder 

arrangements.  

𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎
𝑑𝑑𝛺𝛺  =  

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒2

2  �
𝐸𝐸′

𝐸𝐸�
2

�
𝐸𝐸′

𝐸𝐸 +
𝐸𝐸
𝐸𝐸′
− 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛2θ� (4 − 5) 

𝐸𝐸′

𝐸𝐸  =  
1

1 + 𝐸𝐸
𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒

(1− cosθ)
(4 − 6) 

tanφ =  
cot𝜃𝜃

1 + 𝜆𝜆𝑐𝑐
𝜆𝜆0

(4 − 7) 

Where: 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝛺𝛺

 = differential scatter cross-section (cm2 ster-1) 

𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑁 = the classical electron radius (2.818×10-13 cm) 

𝐸𝐸′ = energy of the scattered photon (MeV) 

𝐸𝐸 = energy of the incident photon (MeV) 

θ = the angle of scatter with respect to the incident photon’s direction (°) 

𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁 = energy equivalent of electron rest mass (0.511 MeV) 

φ = the angle of electron recoil with respect to the incident photon’s direction (°) 

𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠 = electron’s Compton wavelength (2426 fm) 

𝜆𝜆0 = incident photon’s Compton wavelength (1873 fm) 

 Figure 4-6 shows a visual depiction of how θ and φ are represented for use in Eqs. 

4-6 and 4-7. A grazing hit is represented by θ = 0° where the photon is undeflected, 

resulting in φ = 90° (recoil electron arrow pointing downward in Fig. 4-6). A backscattered 
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photon is represented by θ = 180° where the photon is reflected back in the exact opposite 

of its initial direction, resulting in φ = -90° (recoil electron arrow pointing upward in Fig. 

4-6).

Figure 4-6. A schematic diagram depicting the definition of θ and φ in a Compton scatter. 

For the floor arrangement, the φ that dominantly contributed to detector counts is 

assumed to be between 50° to 90° and for the holder arrangement, φ was between -20° to 

20°. These angles corresponded to θ of 0° to 20° for the floor arrangement and 50° to 130° 

for the holder using Eq. 4-7. Fig. 4-7 shows the estimated ranges of φ that are of interest 

in the calculation of Pscatt.  
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(a)      (b) 

Figure 4-7. Schematics showing the incoming photon directions (open arrow         ), ranges 
of scattered photon angle, θ (arrow        ) and ranges of recoil electron angle, φ (dashed-
dotted lines           ). The ranges of angles of interest in (a) the floor arrangement were 0 < 
θ < 20 and 50 < φ < 90 and (b) the holder arrangement were 50 < θ < 130 and -20 < φ < 
20. θ is measured counterclockwise from the dotted line     (representing the initial 
photon’s direction) and φ clockwise. 

 Finally, the differential cross-sections at multiple discrete angles were calculated 

using Eq. 4-5 and normalized over the sum of differential cross-sections for θ from 0° to 

180° to get the relative scattering probabilities as plotted in Fig. 4-8. Pscatt values in Eqs. 

4-3 and 4-4 are the sum of relative probabilities over the corresponding θ range for each 

floor and holder arrangements. 

θ 
φ 

φ 

θ 
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Figure 4-8. Plots of differential cross-sections and relative scattering probabilities for 
different θ values. 

Table 4-1. The approximated parameters for floor and holder arrangements. 

Parameters Floor 
arrangement 

Holder 
arrangement 

Linear attenuation coefficient in neon, µNe (cm-1) 0.00006463 

Linear attenuation coefficient in aluminum, µAl (cm-1) 0.1999 

Average distance traveled in Ne, �̃�𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 (cm) 4.4 1.27 

Mean path in Al, �̃�𝑡𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (cm) 0.38995 0.39149 

Solid angle, Ω 3.779 0.05815 

Probability of scattering into gas volume, Pscatt 0.0821 0.5295 

It is worth reiterating that, depending on the assumptions made, the analytical 

calculations give a lower or upper bound of the estimated counts. In this case, it was 

expected that the values obtained from Eqs. 4-3 and 4-4 would give the upper bound of 

the estimated counts due to the assumptions of single photon energy and the constant 

average distance traveled by photons in detector materials. In reality, photons interact in 

the detector at various energies lower than 662 keV and the distance traveled in the 

detector’s materials varies according to the various photon energies. This means lower Nsf 
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and Nsh ,  hence the expected counts calculated using the outlined steps above serve as an 

upper bound of the expected counts. Furthermore, the efficiency of the counting system is 

not included because of the difference in individual detector’s efficiency.  

4.2.2. MCNP simulations 

The detector and source arrangements were modeled in the MCNP simulations as 

shown in Fig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-2. The Ludlum 44-7 GM simulation has an active length of 

13.2 cm with an aluminum casing thickness of 0.1556 cm. The radius of the neon gas 

volume was 1.905 cm [15]. The materials in the MCNP model are defined based on those 

listed in the Compendium of Material Composition Data for Radiation Transport 

Modeling [16]. The concrete floor is modeled as regular concrete (material 99) [16]. The 

gas in the GM tube was modeled as neon at normal temperature and pressure (material 

203) (NTP) [16]. The air surrounding the arrangement is modeled as dry air (near sea

level) without argon because the atom fraction is negligible (0.47%) (material 4) [16] and 

the metal casing of the GM tube is modeled as aluminum alloy 6061 (material 13) [16], 

which is the most commonly used aluminum alloy.  

Photon emission rate, γ �
𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

𝑠𝑠 � =  1.48 × 107 �
𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦
𝑠𝑠 � × 0.85 �

𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 � (4 − 8) 

Two different tallies are included in the MCNP input file. The first was the cell 

flux tally (F4) which gives the number of photons per area per simulated photon in the 

units of photons cm-2, by using the formulation of average track length per unit volume of 

the cell. The second was the *F4 tally which produces energy cell flux per simulated 
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photon with units of MeV cm-2. These tallies are employed for the active neon gas volume. 

The expected radiation counts estimated using each of these tallies are proposed to 

simulate the use of GM detectors for gamma radiation detection. Each type of tally was 

consistently multiplied with the photon emission rate of 137Cs, which was 1.258 × 107 

photons s-1 as calculated using Eq. 4-8. The photon transport simulations were performed 

using MCNP without any variance reduction techniques and the number of simulated 

particles were 2 × 107 photons.  

5.2.2.1. Expected gamma radiation counts using F4 tally 

For this simulation, the F4 tally in MCNP gives the average flux in a cell with the 

unit of photons cm-2 per simulated photon [17]. Within the MCNP deck, the F4 tally was 

modified using energy dependent dose response multipliers (DE and DF in the MCNP 

input file) [17] and an overall tally multiplier (FM in the MCNP input file). Two 

simulations were performed for the floor arrangement using two sets of dose response 

multipliers (1977 ANSI/ANS and ICRP-21). The dose response multiplier set that resulted 

in expected true counts closer to the measured true counts was selected to be used in this 

method. 

The FM input (tally multiplier to scale up to the source strength) to MCNP 

considered the GM detector sensitivity and the conversion factor for rem hr-1 unit to mR 

hr-1 in tissue in addition to the photon emission rate shown in Eq. 4-8. The F4 tally given 

with the photon emission rate, DE and DF inputs have units of rem hr-1. The conversion 

factor in units of photons min-1hr rem-1 multiplied by the photon emission rate for the FM 
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input is obtained using Eq. 4-10. The results of the F4 tally multiplied by the FM input 

value are in units of min-1.  

Table 4-2. The calculated GM sensitivity in the floor arrangement. 

Detector GM sensitivity (cpm hr mR-1) 
1 2.74E+03 

2 3.29E+03 

3 3.21E+03 

4 2.84E+03 

5 3.06E+03 

6 3.02E+03 

The detector sensitivity value was given in the Ludlum 44-7 manual as cpm (mR 

hr-1)-1 [15]. It was verified in the calibration report that the calibration geometry was 

different than the floor arrangement geometry. Therefore, this sensitivity value was only 

applied to the holder arrangement which has a similar geometry to the calibration 

geometry. For the floor arrangement, sensitivity for each detector is calculated by dividing 

the measured counts in one minute by the calculated exposure rate using Eq. 4-9 at a third 

of the detector’s length. For detectors 1 and 4, the distance between the source and a third 

of the detector’s length, r is 5.4 cm, while for the rest of the detector, r is 8.5 cm. The first 

term in Eq. 4-9 accounts for the w-value for neon, which is 36.2 eV per ion pair [18]. The 

GM sensitivity values calculated are shown in Table 4-2. 
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𝑋𝑋�̇�𝑠 �
𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅
ℎ𝑟𝑟 �

= 

4.914 ×  10−3 
𝑟𝑟2 �

𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅 𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑠
𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀 ℎ𝑟𝑟 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2�× γ �

𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠
𝑠𝑠 �× Energy [𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀] × �

𝜇𝜇𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒
𝜌𝜌
�
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
�
𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2

𝑙𝑙
� (4 − 9) 

FM for F4 = 

𝛾𝛾 �
𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

𝑠𝑠 �× 1 �
𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚�

× 1000 �
𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅
𝑅𝑅 �

×
�𝜇𝜇𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 𝜌𝜌� �

𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

0.877�𝜇𝜇𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 𝜌𝜌� �
𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁

�
𝑅𝑅
𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑�

× 𝐺𝐺𝑀𝑀 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑦 �
𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅

ℎ𝑟𝑟�
� (4 − 10)

4.2.2.2. Expected counts using *F4 tally 

For the simulation in this research the *F4 tally gave the average energy flux in a 

cell with units of MeV cm-2 per simulated photon [17]. To reflect the expected counts 

using the *F4 tally, the FM input in MCNP includes the GM detector’s sensitivity and an 

estimate of the exposure rate in addition to the photon emission rate as shown by Eq. 4-8. 

The mass linear attenuation of neon at 662 keV is assumed for exposure rate determination 

using Eq. 4-12 and this value is determined by linear interpolation to be 0.027594 cm2g-1. 

The conversion of exposure rate unit from C g-1 s-1 in Eq. 4-11 to mR hr-1 is shown by Eq. 

4-12. Together with the FM input as calculated using Eq. 4-13, the *F4 tally given in the

output file would be in units of min-1. Similar to the F4 method, the GM sensitivity from 

the product manual is only applied to the holder measurement. The same values listed in 

Table 4-2 are used in Eq. 4-13 for the floor arrangement. 

�̇�𝑋 �
𝐶𝐶
𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠�

= F4∗  �
𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀
𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2𝑠𝑠�

× �
𝜇𝜇𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒
𝜌𝜌
�
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
�
𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2

𝑙𝑙
� ×

𝑒𝑒
𝑊𝑊 �

𝐶𝐶
𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀�

(4 − 11) 
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�̇�𝑋 �
𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅
ℎ𝑟𝑟 �

= 

F4∗  �
𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀
𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2𝑠𝑠�

× �
𝜇𝜇𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒
𝜌𝜌
�
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
�
𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚2

𝑙𝑙
�×

1.602 × 10−19

36.2 × 10−6 �
𝐶𝐶

𝑀𝑀𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀�
 

× 3600 �
𝑠𝑠
ℎ𝑟𝑟�

× 1000 �
𝑙𝑙
𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙�

1
2.58 × 10−7 �

𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅
𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙�
� (4 − 12) 

FM for F4∗  =  𝛾𝛾 �
𝑝𝑝ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠

𝑠𝑠 � × 𝐺𝐺𝑀𝑀 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑦 �
𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚
𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅

ℎ𝑟𝑟�
�× �̇�𝑋 �

𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅
ℎ𝑟𝑟 �

(4 − 13) 

4.2.3. Validation measurements 

The previous sections have shown how the expected counts from the GM detectors 

are analytically solved to get an estimate of the range of counts obtained from the 

simulation and measurements. The MCNP simulation model and two methods of 

transforming the MCNP output of cell average gamma radiation flux (F4 tally) and energy 

flux (*F4 tally) into expected radiation counts are also thoroughly explained. This section 

describes how the experimental counts are processed to account for detector’s dead time 

and the procedure to select the tally-processing method to be employed in this research. 

Experiments are conducted using six Ludlum 44-7 GM detectors and six Ludlum 

2200 scaler ratemeters. The picture on the right in Fig. 4-1 shows the detector arrangement. 

Each GM detector is paired with a ratemeter using a type C cable connector. The GM 

detectors are arranged as close as possible to the simulated arrangements. Five consecutive 

1-minute measurements are taken for each of the floor and holder arrangements. The

counts are averaged and the standard deviation of the data is taken as the uncertainty. 
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Background counts are neglected because the measured counts in this geometry are orders 

of magnitude higher than the background counts. 

 For the floor arrangement, the high gamma radiation flux from the high-activity 

(14.8-MBq) 137Cs source required the detector’s dead time, τ, to be accounted for [19]. 

Each GM detector is assumed to have a τ of 200 µs based on Ludlum’s 44-7 manual [15]. 

The true count rates, n of the measurements were determined by dividing the averaged 

measured count rate, m by (1 – mτ). The n values with the respective propagated 

uncertainties are then compared with the expected counts calculated using the simulated 

fluxes from MCNP simulations for both the F4 and *F4 tallies.  

 There are two requirements for one of the methods to be selected. The first one is 

the proposed method must have a simulated-to-measured-counts ratio, r above 0.8 as this 

represents an agreement within 20% between the simulated and measured counts. The 

second requirement is that the measured counts uncertainties must be less than the 

absolute difference between the simulated and experimental counts [20]. The latter 

requirement is designated as a validation metric in Section 4.2.5. 

4.2.4. Simulations and experimental measurements of the initial collimator       

configurations 

 After a tally-processing method is selected, a validation is performed for two 

collimator configurations of the proposed system. As explained in the Introduction 

section, the tested collimator configurations consist of either an all-empty or an all-full 

collimator. MCNP simulations were performed with all PVC pipes that make the 

collimator filled with water (all-full) and filled with air (all-empty). The expected counts 
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obtained using the selected MCNP method are multiplied by 15 minutes to get the counts 

in the same time period as that in the measurement. For the experimental measurements, 

the six GM detectors placed underneath the tank in the same arrangement as in the MCNP 

simulation model are set for a 15-minute measurement for each source arrangement. Due 

to the bigger complexity in the geometry of these validation settings, the measurement 

time was set as 15 minutes to ensure enough data was obtained for statistical analysis, 

instead of one minute for the simple-geometry measurements described in Section 4.2.3. 

 
             (a)   (b)    (c)      (d)         

Figure 4-9. The gamma source position for each case and each configuration: (a) center, 
(b) above, (c) above metal and (d) corner. 

 Simulations and measurements are done for four 137Cs gamma source positions 

corresponding to four cases. These source positions are shown in Fig. 4-9. In each sub-

figure, the top image shows the side view and the bottom image shows the top view of the 

11-by-11 PVC collimator. In (b) and (c), the gamma source position is 27.94 cm above 

the collimator. In (c), an irregular-shaped object in the middle represents an aluminum 

alloy piece placed on top of the collimator at the center. This is done to observe the effect 
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of a lightly shielded source on the detection counts. Furthermore, the effect of the shielding 

on the image reconstruction will be investigated in future validation experiments. 

In addition to eight measurements for both configurations (four cases in each 

configuration), background counts are also needed for each measurement. A total of 16 

measurements are made for the all-full and all-empty pipe configurations. Net counts from 

each detector are determined by subtracting the corresponding background counts from 

the gross counts obtained in each case. Errors are propagated for the subtraction, addition, 

and division operations performed on the data.  

Comparisons of the simulated and measured gamma radiation counts are made 

between individual detectors and for the whole detector group as a detection system. The 

net counts from individual detector from simulation and experiment for each case are 

compared (Figs. 4-10 and 4-11). Analyzing all six detectors as a detection system, the 

summed net counts in the experiment, and the total simulated counts are compared 

including their respective error bars. Any discrepancies between the simulation and 

experiment results are discussed in detail later. 

4.2.5. Validation metrics 

In addition to the statistical analysis of the simulation and experimental 

comparisons, a validation metric as expressed in Eq. 4-14 is applied in analyzing the 

results [20]. The total propagated measurement uncertainties are compared to the 

discrepancy between the simulated counts and the measured counts. It should be kept in 

mind that the focus in achieving Eq. 4-14 was to minimize the experimental uncertainties 

instead of maximizing the gap between simulation and experimental results. A “good” 
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model has a minimal gap between simulation and experimental data, while having 

measurement uncertainties less than the difference between these results. Ultimately, if 

the discrepancy between simulation and experimental results are reduced, this should be 

accompanied by the reduction in experimental uncertainties in order for the model to be 

considered as accurate. Otherwise, this would indicate that the model was inadequate and 

needed to be redefined or different instruments are needed to perform the measurements.  

 The validation result is determined “acceptable” if Eq. 4-14 was met, or “risky” if 

Eq. 4-14 is not met. A “risky” validation result means that the current model is risky for 

practical application because of the discrepancy between the model data and experimental 

data being larger than the measurement uncertainty. This might indicate that a 

modification for the way the expected counts are obtained through the model is needed, 

or different instruments are needed to perform the measurements if one chose to utilize a 

method with a “risky” metric result.  

 Experimental uncertainty,σ𝑡𝑡 <  |simulation data –  experimental data      (4 − 14)  

 For the all-full configuration, it is difficult to evaluate the results based on Eq. 4-

14 as it is expected that the measurement uncertainties are large compared to the measured 

net counts. This is due to the uncertainty propagation and the low net measured counts for 

this particular configuration. Another validation metric is defined specifically for the all-

full configuration to validate whether the proposed design worked as intended.  

Nth  =  4.65σBG  +  2.71 (4 − 15) 
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The all-full configuration should give minimal counts that would be 

indistinguishable from background counts. The Currie equation is used to define the 

threshold, Nth that would indicate a false-negative rate of no larger than 5% when the 

critical level was set to be 2.33σ𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 , where σ𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵was the background uncertainty [21]. This 

threshold was defined as Eq. 4-15. The proposed system is said to be behaving as designed 

if the net measured counts are less than the Nth value, indicating that no radiation source 

is detected. 

4.3. Results and Discussion 

4.3.1. F4 and *F4 methods comparison 

The plots of the expected true counts using the 1977 ANSI/ANS and ICRP-21 dose 

response multipliers and the measured true counts are shown in Fig. 4-10. The error bars 

on the simulated data points are three orders of magnitude smaller than the estimator 

values, resulting in their error bars to be obscured in the plots. The F4 estimator results 

using the 1977 ANSI/ANS dose response multipliers are within 2σ of the measured true 

counts, while the F4 estimator results using the ICRP-21 dose response multipliers are not 

within 2σ of the measured true counts.  

These discrepancies were due to the known fact that there are more than 20% 

differences between the dose conversion factors for photons below 0.7 MeV [17]. The 

maximum discrepancy is by a factor of 2.3 and this occurs at 0.06-MeV photon energy 

[17], and this is reflected in Fig. 4-10 as the expected true counts across all photon energies 

using ANSI/ANS dose conversion factors are shown to be 1.2 times those of ICRP-21 
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dose conversion factors. The 1977 ANSI/ANS dose conversion factors were selected to 

be used in the F4 method. 

 

Figure 4-10. The comparison of measured and simulated true counts over a one-minute 
period for the floor arrangement on a semi-log scale. Error bars of 1σ were included on 
measurement data points. 

 

 Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show the plots of the individual detector’s analytical 

estimate of expected counts for one-minute measurements, MCNP simulation results 

using the F4 and *F4 tallies, and the experimental measured counts. The analytical 

solutions, which serve as the upper bound of the expected count rates, were 4.24 × 105 

counts per minute for the floor arrangement and 9.59 × 103 for the holder arrangement.  
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Figure 4-11. The comparison of analytically calculated, measured and simulated true 
counts over a one-minute period for the floor arrangement on a semi-log scale. Error bars 
of 1σ were included on measurement data points. 

Figure 4-12. The comparison of analytically calculated, measured and simulated true 
counts over a one-minute period for the holder arrangement on a semi-log scale. Error bars 
of 1σ were included on measurement data points.  
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 The plots show that the individual simulated counts using both methods have the 

same trend as the measured counts. Detectors 1 and 4 are placed in line of each other while 

the other four are placed diagonally on each side of detectors 1 and 4. Together, they make 

a radial arrangement as shown in Fig. 4-1. Detectors 1 and 4 are expected to give the 

highest counts for both the floor and holder measurements. This is indeed observed in both 

simulated and measured counts for both arrangements. 

 Table 4-3 displays the simulated-to-measured-counts ratio, r values for each 

method and shows that the experiment and simulated counts agreed within 20% of each 

other for the F4 method. However, for the *F4 method, the gap between simulation and 

experimental results is larger and the r values show that simulated and measured counts 

agreed within 30% of each other. The method using the *F4 tally underestimated the 

expected counts because the linear attenuation coefficient is assumed to be that of the 662 

keV energy. Consequently, the estimated counts using Eq. 4-12 would underestimate the 

actual measurements and be lower than those determined using the F4 tally formulation.  

Using Eq. 4-14, the F4 method showed that it met the validation metric inequality 

as the uncertainties of the measurements are less than the absolute difference between the 

simulated and measured counts. Table 4-4 summarizes this assessment for both F4 and 

*F4 expected gamma radiation count rate estimation methods.  
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Table 4-3. The simulated-to-measured-counts ratio, r for each method of estimating 
counts from GM detectors. 

F4 tally 

Detector 
Floor  Holder  

Experiment 
counts 

Simulated 
counts r value Experiment 

counts 
Simulated 

counts r value 

1 1.78E+05 1.84E+05 1.03 4.03E+03 3.96E+03 0.98 

2 6.62E+04 6.80E+04 1.03 3.57E+03 3.72E+03 1.04 

3 6.41E+04 6.63E+04 1.03 3.57E+03 3.74E+03 1.05 

4 1.88E+05 1.90E+05 1.01 4.11E+03 4.00E+03 0.97 

5 6.05E+04 6.33E+04 1.05 3.75E+03 3.70E+03 0.99 

6 5.97E+04 6.24E+04 1.05 3.67E+03 3.73E+03 1.02 

*F4 tally 

Detector 
Floor  Holder  

Experiment 
counts 

Simulated 
counts r value Experiment 

counts 
Simulated 

counts r value 

1 1.78E+05 1.39E+05 0.78 4.03E+03 2.98E+03 0.74 

2 6.62E+04 5.09E+04 0.77 3.57E+03 2.80E+03 0.78 

3 6.41E+04 4.96E+04 0.77 3.57E+03 2.81E+03 0.79 

4 1.88E+05 1.44E+05 0.76 4.11E+03 3.01E+03 0.73 

5 6.05E+04 4.74E+04 0.78 3.75E+03 2.78E+03 0.74 

6 5.97E+04 4.67E+04 0.78 3.67E+03 2.80E+03 0.76 

  

 The F4 tally method is selected to be the standard method to validate the proposed 

system model because the requirements stated in Section 4.2.3 are met. The simulated-to-

measured-counts ratio, r values for the F4 method are all above 0.9 or below 1.1 for both 

floor and holder arrangements. This represents deviation of less than 10% from the 
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experimental counts. Additionally, the validation metric results are all “acceptable” for 

the F4 method in both arrangements. Therefore, the F4 method is applied in the validation 

tests for the two basic collimator configurations of the proposed system. 

Table 4-4. The summary of the validation according to the defined validation metric in 
Eq. 3-14 for both F4 and *F4 methods in the floor and holder arrangements. 

Method 
Summed 
measured 

counts 

Uncertainties of 
summed measured 

counts 

Summed 
simulated counts 

Validation 
result 

F4 (floor) 6.17E+05 1.61E+04 6.34E+05 Acceptable 

F4 (holder) 2.27E+04 1.60E+02 2.29E+04 Acceptable 

*F4 (floor) 6.17E+05 1.61E+04 4.77E+05 Acceptable 

*F4 (holder) 2.27E+04 1.60E+02 1.72E+04 Acceptable 

4.3.2. Comparison between simulated and measured counts for the validation tests 

 The validation tests for the proposed system are divided into two comparisons. 

First one is the comparison between individual detectors and the other is the comparison 

of the summed counts from all six detectors for each case. The summed net counts from 

experimental measurements are compared to those of simulation because the sums of the 

net counts from all detectors are used in reconstructing the images of the gamma source. 

The individual detector comparison is also presented as it would be beneficial in 

demonstrating how variations in actual measurements could be compared to the simulated 

results. 
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4.3.2.1. Individual detector comparisons 

Figure 4-13 shows the plots of the expected and measured net counts in 15-minute 

measurements of the four cases for the all-full configuration. Two main observations in 

this figure are the variations between each detector counts and zero net count given by 

some of the detectors. There are significant variations between each detector because of 

the different responses and sensitivities in these detectors. Unlike in actual measurements, 

the detectors modeled in MCNP behave similarly and represent a near-perfect detector. 

This is why simulated counts appear to be more consistent across all detectors. The actual 

detectors might have slightly different gas pressure, gas composition, and efficiency, 

resulting in them responding differently. Due to this, some detectors consistently gave 

lower counts, and some higher counts than others. Detectors 3, 4 and 6 are observed to be 

less sensitive in this geometry as they either gave zero net counts or lower counts than the 

other detectors. Detectors 1, 2, and 5 are the more sensitive ones in this geometry as they 

typically gave higher net counts compared to other detectors.  

Certain detectors gave negative net counts and these were reported as zero net 

count in the plots. A zero net count on the plot means that the particular detector was not 

able to distinguish the counts contributed by the 137Cs source from the background counts. 

While these detectors are reported to have zero net count, uncertainties associated with the 

measurements are still assigned to the zero net count data points. The uncertainty on each 

measured data point is between 26 to 34 counts. Therefore, all of these points are 

statistically the same between each detector. The measurement data points are also 
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statistically the same as the expected counts from MCNP simulations, except for detector 

6 in the above case and detector 4 in the corner case. 

  

 

Figure 4-13. The individual measured net counts from each of the six detectors in each 
case for the all-full configuration compared to the simulated net counts. Propagated 
uncertainties of 1σ were included on measurement and simulated data points. Round 
markers represent experimental results.  

It is also worth mentioning that since the all-full configuration was designed to 

minimize counts from the detectors, the measurement results would change if these 

measurements were repeated. Different detectors might give zero net count readings 

instead of those shown in the plots here. This is because of the random fluctuations in 
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radioactive decays and with these small net counts calculated over two different 15-minute 

measurement intervals, it is likely that different set of detectors would not detect the 

gamma source, if the same measurements were made again.  

Figure 4-14 shows the plots of the expected and measured net counts in 15-minute 

measurements of the four cases for the all-empty configuration. Two main observations 

in these plots are that the measured net counts are always lower than the simulated counts 

and the detector that was directly below the source position in the corner case gave 

significantly higher counts than other detectors. 

 As observed in the all-full configuration, the simulated counts are higher than the 

measured counts due to some loss of counts because of the higher photon scattering in the 

experimental setting. This is also evident in the all-empty configuration plots, where the 

simulated counts are shown to be higher than the measured counts. However, the 

uncertainty on each measured data point is between 27 to 34 counts. Therefore, all of these 

data points are not within 2σ of each other in the center case. Five out of six data points 

are within 2σ of each other in the above case, three out of six in the above metal case and 

only one out of six in the corner case. The differences are by a factor of less than 4 for the 

detectors in all cases, except for detector 3 in the center case (4.41), detector 6 in the above 

case (4.22) and detector 1 in the corner case (4.11).  

 However, a more important indicator would be that the system is behaving as 

intended and expected. It is clear from Fig. 4-14 that detectors 1 and 4 gave higher net 

counts than the other detectors in the center case and that detector 5 gave the highest net 

counts in the corner case. The counts from the detectors in the above and above metal 
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cases are on average statistically lower than those of the center and corner cases because 

of the increased source-to-detectors distance. These results are as expected for the 

geometry of the all-empty configuration. Again, the analysis in this section is intended to 

show that statistically significant difference will be expected between simulated and 

measured counts for different detectors. 

Figure 4-14. The individual measured net counts from each of the six detectors in each 
case for the all-empty configuration compared to the simulated counts. Propagated 
uncertainties of 1σ were included on measurement data points. Round markers represent 
expected counts from F4 method and triangle markers represent experimental results. 
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4.3.2.2. Summed net counts comparisons 

 Figure 4-15 shows plots of the summed expected counts in a 15-minute 

measurement for all-full and all-empty configurations, as well as the summed measured 

counts. The error bars shown on the plots represent uncertainties of 1σ. These error bars 

are large because the errors are propagated through the summation of six measured counts. 

In both configurations, the trends of the simulated and measured counts are similar. Each 

error bar in both cases has a value between 70 to 73 counts. 

 The proposed system is designed to have minimal counts when the collimator is 

completely filled with water. Consequently, the summed net counts for all cases for the 

all-full collimator configuration are expected to be the same. For the all-full configuration, 

counts for all cases are statistically the same, which is as expected. For the all-empty 

configuration, the summed experimental net counts for gamma source positions on top of 

the collimator are statistically larger than those of higher source positions. This can also 

be seen with the summed simulated counts. However, there is a large difference between 

the summed simulated counts and summed measured net counts in the center and the 

corner cases. This is evident from the all-empty plot where the summed simulated counts 

are shown to be not within 2σ from the measured summed net counts. 

 The difference might be due to the loss of counts in the actual measurements 

because of higher photon scattering resulting from the uneven arrangement of collimator. 

The PVC pipes are not perfectly assembled with straight edges as simulated in the MCNP 

model. Furthermore, some of the PVC pipes might not be perfectly straight or placed 

upright. These all could contribute the to the photons being scattered away from the 
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detectors underneath the tank and reducing the number of counts detected. This factor 

seemed to be less significant when the 137Cs source was positioned 27.94 cm above the 

collimator as apparent in the all-empty plot. The summed simulated counts agree within 

3σ of the summed measured net counts for above and above metal cases. The additional 

27.94 cm distance resulted in less photons arriving at the collimator as well as more 

photons being scattered away from the detectors, which led to a better agreement between 

the summed simulated and measured net counts for the above and above metal cases.  

 In addition to the differences in the overall geometry of the system, discrepancies 

between simulated and measured results were also expected because of the way the GM 

tube was modeled. As mentioned in Section 4.1.1., the gas in the GM tube was modeled 

as neon because the GM tube manual does not specify the exact type of halogen used as 

quenching gas in the detector. Including quench gas in the simulation would result in lower 

counts as the fluxes are expected to decrease with the presence of quench gas that 

preferentially absorbs secondary photons. 
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Figure 4-15. Plots of 15-minute summed net counts for all-full and all-empty 
configurations. Propagated uncertainties of 1σ were included on measurement data 
columns. 

Despite the stark discrepancies in the all-empty configuration for center and corner 

source positions, the summed measured net counts are lower by a factor of 2.08 and 2.18 

respectively. The summed measured net counts are lower than the summed simulated 

counts by a factor of 1.85 and 1.91 for the above and above metal cases respectively. These 

factors represented 46% to 54% loss in the simulated counts across all cases due to the 

imperfections in the experimental setting when the simulation model is translated to a 

physical product. Another way of viewing these discrepancies is that compared to the 

measured counts, a simulation model representing the experimental set up resulted in 

185% to 218% additional counts, due to the idealization of the prototype. The idealization 

of the model included similar behavior of detectors, near-perfect properties of modelled 

detectors, homogeneity in materials simulated in the model and perfect symmetry or 

placements of equipment and radiation source.  
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 Using the validation metric defined in Eq. 4-14, Table 4-5 summarizes that the 

suggested model is “acceptable” for the all-empty configuration cases. However, the 

validation result was determined “risky” for the all-full configuration cases, except for the 

corner case, as the total measurement uncertainties exceeded the absolute difference 

between summed simulated and measured net counts. 

Table 4-5. The summary of the validation according to the defined validation metric in 
Eq. 3-14 for both initial collimator configurations. 

Case 
Summed 
measured 
net counts 

Uncertainties of 
summed 

measured net 
counts 

Summed 
simulated net 

counts 

Validation 
result 

Center (all-empty) 657 73 1367 Acceptable 

Above (all-empty) 423 71 783 Acceptable 

Above metal (all-empty) 412 71 789 Acceptable 

Corner (all-empty) 703 73 1530 Acceptable 

Center (all-full) 128 70 145 Risky 

Above (all-full) 148 70 197 Risky 

Above metal (all-full) 140 70 195 Risky 

Corner (all-full) 90 69 168 Acceptable 

 Despite this violation of the Eq. 4-14 requirement, the suggested model might still 

be considered as acceptable because it would be difficult to reduce the measurement 

uncertainties for this particular configuration. The all-full configuration was designed in 

such a way that would result in minimal counts that would be indistinguishable from 

background. Furthermore, it was expected that the error bars would be as large as the net 
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counts because of the low net counts and the propagated uncertainties from using six 

separate detectors. 

What is important to validate for the all-full configuration was that the system 

should determine that there was no 137Cs source detected when all the collimator channels 

are filled with water. Table 4-6 summarizes the source detection validation metric as 

defined in Eq. 4-15 for the all-full configuration. It was concluded that the system behaved 

as expected and as required for the all-full configuration as it was proven that the counts 

were indistinguishable from the background counts when the collimator was completely 

filled with water. 

Table 4-6. The summary of the validation according to the defined validation metric in 
Eq. 4-15 (source detection metric) for the all-full configuration. 

All-full case Net summed 
measured counts 

Threshold net 
counts, NTh 

137Cs source 
detected? 

Center 128 328 No 

Above 148 329 No 

Above metal 140 329 No 

Corner 90 325 No 

In summary, it has been demonstrated that the MCNP simulation model of the 

proposed system utilizing the F4 method is validated for the two collimator 

configurations. In the case of the all-full configuration, both simulated and measured net 

counts agreed within 2σ uncertainties of the measurements for all the source positions. 

The summed measured net counts were less than the simulated counts by a factor of less 

than 2.5 for both configurations. The validation metric requirement was met for the all-

empty configuration. While the all-full configuration results did not meet the validation 
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metric, the source detection metric was met, proving that the proposed system behaved 

as intended. These results show that the MCNP simulation model is validated for both 

all-empty and all-full configurations of the proposed system. 

4.4. Conclusion 

This paper has demonstrated two ways of estimating counts from GM detectors 

using MCNP simulations. The counts estimate using F4 tally method is found to resemble 

the measured counts more closely compared to the *F4 method. The F4 tally results are 

all less than 20% different from the measured counts in both floor and holder 

arrangements. In addition, the validation metric for the F4 method came out as 

“acceptable” for both arrangements.  

The F4 tally method is therefore chosen to be used for the validation of the 

proposed gamma source imaging system model. Comparisons between the individual 

detector’s simulated and measured counts are shown to be statistically the same in the all-

full configuration but not in the all-empty configuration. However, in the all-empty 

configuration case, the trends of the count readings are the same in both simulation and 

experiment, and as expected in all cases. The summed measured net counts are less than 

the summed simulated counts by a factor of less than two for all four source positions in 

the all-empty configuration. Discrepancies are attributed to the imperfect assembly of the 

PVC collimator, as well as the difference in responses and sensitivities of the detectors 

used in the experiment.  

The all-full configuration comparison showed statistical agreement between the 

simulated and measured net counts. The validation metric result is “acceptable” for the 
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all-empty configuration but not for the all-full configuration. However, the source 

detection metric is fulfilled for the all-full configuration showing that the system worked 

as intended. From the results and discussion presented, the MCNP simulation model is 

deemed as validated for the two collimator configurations of the proposed system. Based 

on the presented results, the modeling of GM detectors using the proposed F4 method has 

been shown to agree with the measurements, especially in terms of the behavior trends. It 

is therefore suggested that the F4 method to be utilized by researchers or students who are 

working with GM detectors simulations.  
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5. BENCHMARKING OF NNLS APPLICATION TO A PROOF-OF-CONCEPT 

GAMMA SOURCE IMAGING SYSTEM  

 

5.1. Introduction 

 This study aims to validate the simulation results of a proof-of-concept system for 

gamma source imaging with experimental measurements. The proposed system was 

envisioned to be applied in the nuclear security field, especially for the screening of illicit 

radioactive materials. The smuggling of radioactive materials is one of the main concerns 

addressed in most countries’ national security strategy or policy. This is because the 

smuggled radiological sources can be used to create radiological dispersal device (RDD) 

to strike fear and create unrest among public citizens. This could inflict significant 

socioeconomic costs due to the evacuation and relocation processes, as well as the 

extensive decontamination efforts.  

 In the United States National Strategy for Counterterrorism for example, one of 

the efforts to support the strategic objectives is to integrate a broader set of tools to counter 

terrorism [1]. One of the main methods of scanning for illicit radiological materials is the 

use of the stationary radiation portal monitors (RPMs). There are close to 1400 RPMs 

deployed all across the United States, and these require maintenance and refurbishment at 

the end of the 10 to 13 years of estimated service life, involving hundreds of millions 

dollars of expenditure [2]. The latest sustainability studies done by the Domestic Nuclear 

Detection Office (DNDO) in 2016 found that the RPM fleet could remain operational until 

2030 [2]. However, due to the expected reduced budget in the future which is mainly 
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caused by the global recuperation from the COVID-19 pandemic, the consideration of 

broader tools to counter terrorism is more important now.  

One study proposed that the RPMs could be replaced by mobile radiation detection 

systems (MRDs) which was found to suppress the adversary’s success rate due to its 

discrete operation [3]. Various related studies and detection system development were also 

done [4–6] that could help decision makers on the local, state, tribal, territorial government 

and international levels to place an optimal nuclear security program. Along with the 

aforementioned studies, the research presented in this paper offers one of the potential 

tools to support counterterrorism activities.  

Compressed sensing principles were incorporated in the proposed system design. 

Instead of the typical application of compressed sensing in the signal processing of a 

system, this study is interested in the feasibility of compressed sensing application to the 

gamma source imaging system’s design. The radiation source imaging concept developed 

in this research could allow for a monitoring system tool that determines the shape and 

localization of the imaged radiation source. This paper presents the benchmarking of the 

proposed system’s simulation results against the experimental measurements for a point 

137Cs source in a proof-of concept setting. This serves as a validation for the simulation, 

allowing for further design improvements to be applied for potential real-life application. 

5.1.1. Overview of the proof-of-concept gamma source imaging system 

The proof-of-concept system consisted of a collimator array made of 11-by-11 

polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipes of 1.27-cm radius, placed upright in the middle of a water-

filled 250-gallon rectangular tank. Six Geiger-Mueller (GM) detectors were placed in a 
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radial arrangement beneath the tank. The gamma source to be imaged was placed above 

or directly on top of the collimator. The details of the design process that led to this system 

were presented for the imaging of a neutron source through Monte Carlo N-Particle 

(MCNP) simulations [7]. Similar process was followed for the imaging of a gamma source 

and the final design for benchmarking was selected. Figure 5-1 shows the setup of the 

selected system proposed in this research. The details of how measurement data was 

processed were also provided in [7] and a summary of the data-processing procedure is 

summarized next in this section. 

The PVC pipes that make the 11-by-11 collimator were filled with either water or 

air in a random combination. The random water-air combination was generated using a 

Python code and as many as 100 combinations were generated. Each combination was 

called a configuration and measurement readings from the GM detectors beneath the tank 

were recorded for each configuration. These configurations were represented as a 100-by-

121 matrix, labeled as matrix A, where each configuration was each placed in 100 rows. 

The GM detector in counts corresponding to each configuration were represented 

as a 100-by-1 matrix, labeled as matrix b. The image of the gamma source was represented 

as an 11-by-11 matrix, labeled as matrix x, which was solved for using the relation Ax = 

b with the non-negative least-squares method. The solution was obtained by minimizing 

the l2 of b-Ax with the condition that x > 0. This was done using the lsqnonneg function in 

MATLAB and the solution was plotted as an 11-by-11 image, showing the position of the 

point gamma source.  
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      (a)           (b)              (c) 
Figure 5-1. The x-z plane view of the system at y = 0 showing water (blue color) in the 
tank and in some of the collimator channels, as well as air (cyan color) in the surrounding 
and in some of the collimator channels (a), the top view of an example of a collimator 
configuration (b), and the arrangement of the GM detectors underneath the tank (c). 
Images were generated using the MCNP Visual Editor program. 

5.2. Methods 

 MCNP simulations were performed for four different cases using a 14.8-MBq (0.4-

mCi) point 137Cs source. Experimental apparatus was built with parameters as close as 

possible to those of the MCNP simulation model. Qualitative and quantitative 

comparisons were made between simulation and experimental results.  

5.2.1. Case definition 

 Four cases varying in source location were defined for the validation. The first case 

was defined as the 137Cs source being placed on top of the collimator and at the center. 

The source placement of the 137Cs in the second case was 27.94 cm above the collimator. 

The third case was similar to the second case but with an aluminum alloy piece placed 

beneath the 137Cs source. This was done to observe the effect of shielding on the 

reconstructed image quality. Finally, the 137Cs source was placed near one corner of the 
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collimator. Figure 5-2 shows the location for each case. These cases were defined for 

comparison between simulation and experimental results. 

Figure 5-2. The location of the 137Cs source (blue dot) for the center, above, above metal 
and corner case (from left to right). The top images show the side view of the collimator, 
and the bottom images show the top view. 

An additional case was done for the physical measurements where the source was 

placed on top of the collimator, and between the middle and one edge of the collimator. 

This was designated as an “unknown” position without any prior simulation results to 

compare with. This position was shown in Fig. 5-3. The position of the 137Cs source was 

referred to by the row and column position as (6, 8), corresponding to the sixth row from 

the top and the 8th column from the left of the collimator face. 
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Figure 5-3. The “unknown” position (6, 8) in the experimental measurements, in addition 
to the four previously defined cases. 

5.2.2. MCNP simulations 

 The MCNP model shown in Fig. 5-1 was completed with a simulated 14.8-MBq 

(0.4-mCi) 137Cs point source. The F4 tally was used to determine the expected counts from 

the GM detectors according to the procedure outlined in Section 4. This method of 

processing the F4 tally from the MCNP output was validated against experimental 

measurements for simple geometries and two extremes of the collimator configuration, 

which were fully water-filled or fully empty configuration.  

 Each detector was represented in the MCNP model by a cylindrical neon gas, 

covered by an aluminum casing with the dimensions of the Ludlum 44-7 GM counter used 

in the physical experiment [8]. It was modeled with an active length of 13.2 cm, radius of 

the neon gas volume of 1.905 cm and aluminum casing thickness of 0.1556 cm.  

 F4 tallies were assigned to the neon volumes and the conversion from the F4 tally 

to the expected counts in 15 minutes was performed as outlined in Section 4. The 

summation of the expected counts from each detector in each configuration was 
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represented as the b matrix. The image reconstruction was carried out using MATLAB and 

the image matrix x was plotted using the imagesc function in MATLAB.  

 The image matrix resulted from using the lsqnonneg function in MATLAB was 

normalized to the largest element value before it was plotted using the imagesc function 

in MATLAB. The position of the largest element value in the matrix was the indicator of 

the imaged point gamma source location. The largest normalized element in x was 

represented by yellow and the smallest element value was blue according to the “parula” 

colormap setting in MATLAB as shown in Fig. 5-4.  

 

Figure 5-4. The assigned normalized values (0 to 1) of the pixels in the “parula” colormap 
in MATLAB. 

5.2.3. Experimental measurements 

 Six Ludlum 44-7 GM detectors were placed underneath the 250-gallon water tank. 

Each of the GM detectors was connected to a Ludlum 2200 rate meter. The GM detectors 

were arranged as close as possible to the simulated arrangement. The measurement for 

each configuration was set to be 15-minute long with the source, and 15 minutes for 
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background. Using a water pump, each pipe was filled or emptied according to the matrix 

A used in the simulation.  

The net counts for each measurement were calculated by subtracting the 

corresponding background counts from each measurement with a source in the location 

specified in Fig. 5-2 and Fig. 5-3. The net counts from all detectors were summed and put 

into the b matrix. The image was reconstructed after new measurements were taken every 

few days. When no more improvement in the image was expected with additional 

measurements, further measurements were ceased for the case that had successfully 

localized the source.  

5.2.4. Validation metrics 

The true solution, x0 for each case with an ideal design and environment for the 

imaging of a point source should be an image consisting of only one brightly-lit pixel 

(yellow color) in the expected pixel location. The reconstructed images for all cases were 

compared to the true solution in both qualitative and quantitative analyses. The 

reconstructed images using simulation and experimental results were expected to portray 

visual artifacts due to the limitation of the non-negative least square method and 

imperfection in the overall design and assembly of the system. These artifacts, which are 

pixels in colors that represent non-zero values other than the value of “1” in positions that 

are supposed to have a value of “0” (blue color), are referred to as noises in the image. 

Both quantitative and qualitative metrics were utilized in evaluating the performance of 

the proposed system. 
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5.2.4.1. Quantitative metric 

To derive the validation metric, the sample and model means were first defined. 

The sample mean was the average measurement from the experiment and the model mean 

was the simulated measurement using the MCNP model. The best estimate for the sample 

mean of counts from a collimator configuration in each case was the summed net counts 

measured. The model mean was the summed simulated counts for the corresponding 

configuration in each case. The plot of the sample mean, the model mean and 90% 

experimental confidence interval was presented for each of the four cases. This was done 

to roughly compare the simulated data trend to the experimental data trend. 

Estimated error, E =  Model mean –  sample mean (5 − 1) 

A validation metric, E was defined as the discrepancy between the simulated 

results (model mean, ym) and the experimental results (sample mean, y). The E is also 

known as the estimated error. Equation 5-1 shows the definition of the estimated error. 

Based on the defined validation metric, two different plots were provided to help with 

future analysis of the proposed system as suggested in [9].  

The first one was the plot of E and the 90% true mean confidence interval for each 

case. Two derived global metrics, the average relative error, |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|ave with 90% confidence 

interval and the maximum relative error, |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|max with 90% confidence interval, were also 

reported for each plotted case. The E and 90% true mean confidence interval plot would 

be useful in demonstrating whether model accuracy is comparable to the confidence 

interval associated with the average relative error.  
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The second plot presented for each case was the E and the 90% true error 

confidence. This plot helps in the assessment of the simulation model accuracy and 

identifying possible improvements of the proposed system model’s performance. The 

global metrics and the 90% confidence intervals for the true mean and the true error were 

calculated according to the equations outlined in [9]. 

5.2.4.2. Qualitative metric 

Qualitatively, the images reconstructed from the simulation and experimental 

results were visually compared to determine if localization of the 137Cs source was 

successful. The localization was confirmed by identifying the pixel with the maximum 

value, which is the yellow pixel. Localization is said to be successful if the yellow pixel 

was identified in the right location for that particular case. The lowest number of 

measurements needed to correctly localize the 137Cs source was identified for each case. 

The noise pixel is defined as any pixels that do not have the value of either 0 or 1. 

According to Fig. 5-4, pixels that are not yellow or blue in color (colors at both extremities 

in the “parula” colormap) are called the noise pixels. The number of noise pixels observed 

in each reconstruction was visually analyzed and compared between cases. 

5.3. Results and Discussion 

5.3.1. Quantitative analysis 

Figure 5-5 shows the plots of y, ym and 90% true mean confidence interval for the 

center, above, above metal and corner cases. The lower and upper boundaries of the 90% 

true mean confidence interval give the range that contains the true mean of the summed 
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net counts with 90% probability for each configuration. Figure 5-5 demonstrates that 

majority of the values from simulations does not fall within the true mean 90% confidence 

interval. Only 55%, 71%, 54% and 59% of the simulation datapoints fall within the 90% 

experimental confidence interval in center, above, above metal and corner cases, 

respectively. Despite the seemingly apparent disagreement between simulation and 

experiment results from Fig. 5-5, the discrepancy can be further scrutinized by plotting 

the estimated error, E and the 90% true mean confidence interval (Fig. 5-6), as well as the 

E and the 90% true error confidence interval (Fig. 5-7). 
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Figure 5-5. The plots of sample mean (dashed line), model mean (dotted line) and 90% 
true mean confidence interval (solid lines) for the center, above, above metal and corner 
cases. 
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Figure 5-6. The plots for estimated error, E (red dots) and the 90% true mean confidence 
interval (error bars) for the center, above, above metal and corner cases. 
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 Figure 5-6 shows 55% of the E values falls within 90% true mean confidence 

interval in the center case, 71% in the above case, 54% in the above metal case and 59% 

in the corner case. This indicates that modeling errors do exist and that the model could 

be further improved to represent the actual experimental set up. The MCNP model indeed 

was different from the physical system in terms of the material compositions, the assembly 

of the proposed system, and the detectors’ responses. It was therefore expected that the 

estimated error to fall outside of the 90% true mean confidence interval. These differences 

are further discussed with respect to the qualitative evaluation in the next section. 

 The average relative error, |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|ave and the average maximum error, |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|max for each 

case are tabulated in Table 5-1. For all of these cases, there was a significant difference 

between the |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|ave and the |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|max as these values are not statistically the same. The significant 

difference between the |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|ave and the |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|max values indicates that the plots in Fig. 5-6 and 

Fig. 5-7 need to be examined carefully to evaluate the model trend with respect to the 

experimental data trend.  

 The |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|max occurs at configuration 12 (|𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦| = 2.1) in the center case, configuration 35 

(|𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦| = 4.4) in the above case, configuration 45 (|𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦| = 6.2) in the above metal case and 

configuration 23 (|𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦| = 6.3) in the corner case. These points can be seen to be above the 

upper bound of 90% confidence interval blue line in Fig. 5-6. There are one datapoint that 

result in a relative error of more than two in the center case, five in the above case, two in 

the above metal case and three in the corner case. These datapoints consequently cause 

the average relative error to be higher and can be clearly seen for the above metal and 
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corner cases, where the largest discrepancy between the simulation and experiment results 

is more than six times the measurement value. Other than these extreme datapoints, the 

other |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦| values are consistently less than two, which means that the discrepancy between 

simulation and experimental results at each configuration is less than a factor of two when 

compared to the corresponding experiment measurement. 

Table 5-1. The |𝑬𝑬𝒚𝒚|ave and uncertainty with 90% confidence interval and the |𝑬𝑬𝒚𝒚|max and 
uncertainty with 90% confidence interval. 

Case Average relative error, |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|ave Maximum relative error, |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|max 
Center 1.068 ± 0.540 2.092 ± 0.761 

Above 0.878 ± 0.683 4.409 ± 2.025 

Above metal 0.950 ± 0.751 6.197 ± 2.673 

Corner 1.345 ± 0.550 6.257± 1.126 

 Figure 5-7 shows the validation metric, E with 90% true error confidence interval 

for each case. These plots provide useful information regarding the performance of the 

proposed system model in terms of the true error best approximation from the experiments. 

This plot allows for model assessment with the purpose of improving it. The largest 

estimated error occurs at configuration 12 (E = 385) in the center case, configuration 35 

(E = 304 counts) in the above case, configuration 38 (E = 503) in the above metal case 

and configuration 23 (E = 763) in the corner case. These configurations happen to be the 

same ones at which the largest |𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦|max occur except for in the above metal case. This 

indicates that configuration 12, configuration 35, configurations 38 and 45, and 
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configuration 23 might not be suitable for use in the center, above, above metal and corner 

case, respectively.  

 While randomness typically results in incoherence in matrix A, which is one of the 

requirements for a better likelihood of successful signal recovery, it does not guarantee 

incoherence. The coherence of a matrix is the largest absolute normalized inner product 

between its columns, which characterizes the dependence between different columns [7]. 

To improve the image quality, these configurations could be substituted with different 

random configurations. This might require multiple testing attempts by taking 

measurements for the new configurations and comparing the results with those of MCNP 

simulations. Despite the statistically different results for these configurations, the images 

reconstructed using these results still correctly localized the gamma source, which 

demonstrates the robustness of the proposed system. 

 Alternatively, the MCNP model could be improved with the aim of reducing or 

minimizing the estimated errors for all of these cases. However, in this research, it was 

apparent and demonstrated in the next section that localization was successful with the 

current model. It was concluded that the MCNP model accuracy is sufficient for its 

intended use. Therefore, it would make more sense to remove the data corresponding to 

the configurations with large E and add new configurations if needed, instead of modifying 

the MCNP model to represent the physical set up more closely.  
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Figure 5-7. The plots for estimated error, E (red dots) and the 90% true error confidence 
interval (error bars) for the center, above, above metal and corner cases. 
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5.3.2. Qualitative analysis  

 Figure 5-8 shows the plot of the image matrix x for increasing number of 

measurements, m for all the cases. The 137Cs source was localized with m = 21 in the 

experiment and m = 26 in the simulation for the center case. The localization for the above 

case was apparent starting at m = 46 in the experiment. While it is not visible in the plots 

that the 137Cs source was localized at the maximum number of measurements performed, 

the localization was achieved at m = 55 in the simulation. For the above metal case, the 

localization was successful starting at m = 55 in the experiment and m = 61 in the 

simulation.  For the corner case, the proposed system localized the 137Cs source with m = 

16 in both simulation and experiment. 

 The image reconstruction results for the cases with the 137Cs source placed in 

contact with the collimator were visually more conclusive compared to the other two 

cases. This is characterized by the lower amount of apparent noise pixels (non-zero pixels 

other than the highest-valued pixel that are > 0.5) in reconstructed images. In the center 

and corner cases, the experiment image has no apparent noise pixels at maximum m. The 

number of apparent pixels for the above and above metal cases in simulation and 

experiment are shown in Table 5-2. 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

 (d) 

Figure 5-8. The comparison of reconstructed images with increasing number of simulated 
(Sims) and experimental configurations (Exp), m for the (a) center case, (b) above case, 
(c) above metal case and (d) corner case.
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 The fact that there are no apparent noise pixels in the center and corner cases after 

a certain number of measurements aligns with the visual results of these cases that appear 

more conclusive than those of the other two cases. It is worth noting that this is partly a 

limitation on the choice of colors for the plot’s colormap. In the case of a point source, the 

colormap settings can be set to give an extreme contrast between the highest element value 

and the rest of the element values. However, information on the size or shape of an area 

source would be lost if this same colormap was applied. 

Table 5-2. The amount of apparent noise pixels for each case in simulations (Sim) and 
experiments (Exp) and the number of measurements at which there were no more 

apparent noise pixels. 

Case Apparent noise pixels 
(Sim) 

Apparent noise pixels 
(Exp) 

m0 
(Exp) 

m0 
(Sim) 

Center 0 0 31 39 

Above 9 3 None None 

Above metal 4 2 None None 

Corner 0 0 19 40 

 As shown in Table 5-3, despite having between 23.1% to 26.4% total noise pixels, 

a single highest-valued pixel (yellow pixel) was shown in the correct position in each of 

the cases in Fig. 5-9. It was expected that the images produced from the center case counts 

have clearer representation of the source location because of the shorter source-to-detector 

distance. With a greater source-to-detector distance, the buildup effect due to the scattering 

of the photons was more pronounced, resulting in higher counts detected for every 

configuration. This affected the reconstruction algorithm results in the form of noise 
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pixels, in which pixels that were supposed to have zero value ended up having a non-zero 

value.  

 This scattering effect can also be seen with the corner case where the source was 

placed closer to the surrounding water, causing the total noise pixels to be the highest. 

Regardless, the additional scattering effects in the experimental setting could have actually 

contributed to a better resolved image. The reason is these excess counts that occurred in 

the simulations were suppressed in the experiments. As photons lost their energy with 

every scattering event, absorption interactions were more likely to occur in the collimator 

material instead of being detected. This was evident from the fact that there were less noise 

pixels present in experimental images than in the simulation images by approximately a 

factor of two, as summarized in Table 5-3. 

Table 5-3. The amount and percentage of noise pixels for each case in simulations (Sim) 
and experiments (Exp). 

Case Noise pixels 
(Sim) 

% Noise pixels 
(Sim) 

Noise pixels 
(Exp) 

% Noise pixels 
(Sim) 

Center 50 41.3 28 23.1 

Above 50 41.3 31 25.6 

Above metal 60 49.6 31 25.6 

Corner 50 41.3 32 26.4 

 The discrepancies between the simulation and experiment images were expected 

because of the unavoidable differences between the MCNP simulation model and the 

physical system. While the physical system was assembled as close as possible to the 

MCNP model, several inevitable differences still exist. The detectors used in the 
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experiment had different responses and sensitivities, but the detectors in the MCNP model 

behave similarly. The collimator in the experiment was not assembled or placed perfectly 

as modeled in the MCNP simulations. The material compositions might be different in the 

physical system than the generic compositions used in the MCNP model.  

 All of these differences contributed to differences in the interaction rate of photons 

travelling towards the detectors. Imperfections in the physical system assembly would 

have resulted in different rates of photon scattering, leading to certain detectors registering 

more or less photons than in the idealized simulation. The resulting count readings caused 

the noise pixels to appear in different locations and intensity than in the simulation images. 

Nevertheless, localization of the gamma source occurred for all cases in both simulations 

and experiments. 

 Figure 5-9 shows the image reconstruction results as the number of measurements 

was gradually increased for the “unknown” position in the experiment. The correct 

localization at position (6, 8) was achieved with measurements starting at m = 11. Since 

the source-to-detector-array distance is the same as the center and corner cases, it was 

expected that the amount of noise artifact in the reconstructed image was similar to those 

of the center and corner cases. The noise pixels account for 23.1% of the total pixels for 

the “unknown” case. There were zero apparent noise pixels starting at m = 9. It was indeed 

visually demonstrated that the source localization was easily distinguishable compared to 

the above and above metal cases.  
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Figure 5-9. Experimental comparison of reconstructed images with increasing number of 
measurements, m for the “unknown” source position. 

 It was acknowledged that modeling errors do exist from the presented analysis but 

based on the qualitative analysis, the MCNP model accuracy was sufficient for its intended 

use, which was the correct localization of the imaged gamma source. The results presented 

here demonstrated that the imaging concept is robust as the proof-of-concept system was 

shown to successfully localize the gamma source both in simulations and experiments. 

This was possible even with the fact that modeling errors were shown to be significant. 

Further investigations that might be of interest would be to image multiple gamma sources, 

a line source or an area source. Aside from different source characteristics, an investigation 

on the use of different types of detectors might also be worthwhile. The validation process 

and results presented in this paper serve as a starting point to further expand and 

consolidate the available tools for counter-terrorism monitoring activities. 

5.4. Conclusion 

 This paper has demonstrated the validation process for the MCNP model of a 

proposed gamma source imaging system with experimental measurements. The validation 

was done for four cases with different gamma source locations. The physical set up was 

tested with an “unknown” source position without any simulation results to compare with. 

Quantitative evaluations were made for the four cases by using the validation metric, 

defined as the estimated error, E. The plot of E and 90% experimental confidence interval 
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for each case was presented, together with the corresponding average and maximum 

relative errors with the respective 90% confidence interval. Analysis of this plot showed 

that the discrepancy between simulation and experimental results at each configuration 

was less than a factor of two when compared to the corresponding experiment 

measurement, except for at most five extreme datapoints (in the above metal case). 

Another plot of E with the 90% true error confidence interval was also included to 

evaluate the performance of the proposed system model. This plot allowed for 

identification of one to two configurations that resulted in the highest E in each case. 

Qualitative evaluation was discussed by visually examining the reconstructed images 

resulting from MCNP simulations and experimental measurements. Even though total 

noise pixels in the reconstructed images are between 23.1% and 26.4% of the total pixels, 

a single highest-valued pixel (yellow pixel) was shown in the correct position in each of 

these cases.  

Differences between the simulation and experimental results were also discussed 

in detail, leading to the conclusion that the system model was shown to represent the 

experiment model based on the similar and proven capability of correctly localizing the 

gamma source. The localization was successful in both simulations and experiments for 

all four cases, as well as the “unknown” source location in the experiment. These results 

have demonstrated that the proposed system is a promising alternative in supporting the 

development or integration of a new technique or technology to existing counter-terrorism 

efforts. 
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6. PROPOSED DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE A

COMPRESSED-SENSING-BASED GAMMA SOURCE IMAGING SYSTEM 

6.1. Introduction 

The objective of this paper was to study design factors to improve the performance 

of a gamma source imaging system. The preliminary system design originally consisted 

of an array of 11-by-11 polyvinylchloride (PVC) pipes that served as a collimator, and 

placed vertically in a water-filled 250-gallon rectangular tank. The detection system 

comprised of six GM detectors that were placed in a radial arrangement beneath the tank 

and collimator. The gamma source to be imaged was placed either directly on top of the 

collimator or above it. Measurements were taken for multiple collimator configurations in 

order to have sufficient information for image reconstructions. Results and comparisons 

between simulation and experimental measurements for the proposed system were 

discussed in depth in Section 5.  

6.1.1. Motivation and Objectives 

The original proof-of-concept design was a bulky system that required an area of 

2-by-2 m2 to operate. It was designed with a limited budget resulting in a very basic

representation of the idea of imaging using the compressed sensing principles. This led to 

the creation of a proof-of-concept system that weighed more than 0.8 tons, causing it to 

be a stationary system that cannot be easily transported. Since the proposed system model 

was experimentally validated, one of the most desirable improvements of the model was 

to reduce the size of the overall system. Two main factors were studied in order to make 
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the system more portable, which were the choice of the materials and to reduce the number 

of detectors.  

 Once a much smaller system was demonstrated to perform well, sensitivity 

analyses were done for the collimator channel size and the source distance from the 

collimator or detector. The study on the collimator channel size was important to identify 

its effects on the image artifacts (noise pixels), as well the number of measurements 

required to obtain sufficient information for image reconstruction. The radiation source 

distance from the collimator or detector was studied to determine if there were any 

significant effects to the localization accuracy. 

 Next, a different type of detector was examined with the use of the improved model 

design. The reconstructed images from the use of a sodium iodide (NaI) detector were 

then compared with those of a GM detector. Discussions on the advantages of utilizing 

spectroscopy with the system are provided in this paper.  

 Finally, an example of a design improvement for the model was presented based 

on the latest available technology [1]. Based on these results, high-level design 

recommendations were proposed to guide the design process for an improved model. 

These serve as general guidelines in encouraging new and better designs that adopt the 

proposed design concept as the design baseline. 

6.1.2. Radioactive source imaging for nuclear security 

 There were various news reports on clandestine black-market operations circa 

2010 [2–5]. While these criminals were apprehended and more information was gathered 

through extended investigations, the fact that multiple attempts of illegal transactions of 
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nuclear and radioactive materials were ongoing within a span of ten years was concerning. 

The attempted sale of a small amount of highly-enriched uranium sample for hundreds of 

thousands of dollars suggested that real demand for these materials exists and that the 

unlawful suppliers have significant inventory or network access to these materials. There 

was no report on the syndicate being completely brought down, which indicates that these 

activities could still be ongoing or will likely continue if or when attention on this 

syndicate gets shifted.  

It was also reported that some of these offenders believed that radioactive materials 

had high value but ended up struggling to look for buyers. These resulted in improper 

disposal of radioactive materials which posed risks to public health [6]. The International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Incident and Trafficking Database (ITDB) reported an 

average of 130 incidents per year between 1993 to 2019 for incidents unrelated to 

malicious use [7]. These incidents and other undetected operations of the same nature call 

for the need to strengthen nuclear security frameworks and international co-operations.  

Detection and imaging in nuclear security serves to provide timely and accurate 

identification, as well as evidence to support legal proceedings against the offenders with 

the aim to eliminate trafficking networks [6], [8]. These objectives can be fulfilled by a 

combination of multiple radiation detection systems while ensuring minimal exposure to 

personnel on duty. There are four basic types of radiation detection equipment. These are 

fixed radiation portal monitors (RPMs), personal radiation detectors (PRDs), hand-held 

gamma and neutron search detectors (GSDs and NSDs), and hand-held radionuclide 

identification devices (RIDs) [6].  
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 Some of the main factors to be considered when selecting the types of technology 

for radiation detection include the ability to identify and localize radioactive sources, the 

field of view, the targets and time constraints. There are recommendations by the IAEA 

in collaboration with World Custom Organization (WCO), EUROPOL and INTERPOL 

on the requirements for gamma-ray systems. One of the requirements is for the system to 

have a false alarm rate of less than one in every 12 hours for pocket instruments, less than 

six per hour for handheld instruments and less than one per day for fixed-installation 

instruments [9].  

 Factors affecting the proof-of-concept system model were studied with the aim to 

fulfill the objectives of radioactive source imaging in nuclear security. An example of an 

improved design that falls between the fixed installation category and a handheld category 

is presented in this paper, based on the findings on the investigated factors. This design 

example was inspired by a product developed by the Australian Nuclear Science and 

Technology Organization (ANSTO) [1].  

 The scope of this paper is limited to the design factors of the collimator and the 

type of detectors used. Therefore, improvements related to the image reconstruction 

method and the system requirements are not discussed in this paper as they have been 

discussed in earlier work [cite]. However, it is emphasized here that in a complete design 

process for a finalized radioactive source imaging system design, the IAEA 

recommendations for alarm activation and false alarm rate requirements should be 

included [9]. 
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6.2. Methods 

Changes in the original system model were made according to three phases. The 

first phase aimed to reduce the system size by at least half (Section 6.2.2). The second 

phase used the material and dimensions obtained from the first phase. Changes were made 

to the model to study the effect of the collimator channel size and the source distance from 

the detector on the reconstructed images (Section 6.2.3). The third phase studied the use 

of a different type of detector to be employed with the results obtained in phases one and 

two (Section 6.2.4).  

The models with particular changes added in each phase were called test models. 

Comparison metrics were defined to ensure standardized and clear contrast between the 

original model and the test models, or between the cases with the same test model. Both 

quantitative and qualitative metrics were used in evaluating the results from changes made 

to the original model in each phase.  

For all of the reconstructed images, the position of the highest-valued pixel in the 

image matrix indicates the imaged gamma source location. The procedure of image 

reconstruction was outlined in Section 5. The highest-valued pixel has a value of 1 and is 

represented by yellow and the smallest has a value of 0, represented by blue according to 

the “parula” colormap setting in MATLAB as shown in Fig. 6-1.  
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Figure 6-1. The assigned values (0 to 1) of the pixels in the “parula” colormap in 
MATLAB. 

6.2.1. Comparison metrics 

 The comparison metrics were defined as the differences between the true solution 

and the test model solution. Test models were the models with specific changes added 

with the intention to improve a certain aspect of the original model. Two different metrics 

were defined for each test model, which were comparisons in (1) the percentage of noise 

pixels, which are pixels with a non-zero value in locations where the pixel is supposed to 

have a value of 0; (2) and the visual analysis of the reconstructed images from test models 

with the expected (true) image solution. In addition to (1), the percentage of noise pixels 

with values more than 0.2 were also reported for the models’ reconstructed images. Based 

on the chosen colormap in Fig. 6-1, noise pixel values that are larger than 0.2 are visually 

different than the blue color of zero value. These pixel values also represent a more than 

20% deviation from the zero value. Therefore, it is useful to track the number of these 

pixels as it can be an indicator of the reconstructed image accuracy. 
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6.2.2. System model size reduction 

The original system model that consisted of a 250-gallon rectangular water tank, 

an 11-by-11 PVC collimator and six GM detectors is shown in Fig. 6-2 (Section 5). 

Simulations were first performed by substituting water with material candidates of four 

mean free paths as the thickness. An example of the test model 1 is shown in Fig. 6-3. 

These materials were aluminum, iron, copper, tungsten and lead. The thicknesses of the 

material candidates are listed in Table 6-1. Four mean-free-path values were chosen 

because they represent 98.2% attenuation of the incident radiation. 

       (a)    (b)  (c) 

Figure 6-2. The x-z plane view of the system at y = 0 showing water (blue color) in the 
tank and in some of the collimator channels, as well as air (cyan color) in the surrounding 
and in some of the collimator channels (a), the top view of an example of a collimator 
configuration (b), and the arrangement of the GM detectors underneath the tank (c). 
Images were generated using the MCNP Visual Editor program. 
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Figure 6-3. The x-z plane view of the test model 1 at y = 0 with an all-empty configuration 
(all collimator channels filled with air). The tank and the metal cage that holds the tank 
were removed from the model as they were only needed to contain water in the original 
model. The material candidate is denoted by the red-color block with the respective 
calculated four mean free paths as its thickness. Image was generated using the MCNP 
Visual Editor program. 

Table 6-1. The material candidates, their densities and the respective calculated 
thicknesses (four mean free paths). 

Material Density (gcm-3) Thickness (cm) 
Aluminum (Al) 2.70 19.75 

Iron (Fe) 7.87 6.87 

Copper (Cu) 8.96 6.11 

Tungsten (W) 19.30 2.06 

Lead (Pb) 11.35 3.10 

Expected counts were simulated in MCNP for an all-full collimator configuration 

and an all-empty configuration. The all-full configuration was when all of the PVC pipes 

were filled with water and the all-empty configuration was when the pipes were all filled 
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with air. Simulations were performed for three cases, which were when the 137Cs point 

gamma source was placed (1) in the center and on top of the collimator, (2) in the center 

and 27.94 cm above the collimator, and (3) in the corner and on top of the collimator. 

These positions are depicted in Fig. 6-4. For each of these cases, the expected counts for 

the all-full and all-empty configurations were determined.  

 

Figure 6-4. The location of the 137Cs source (blue dot) for cases (1) center, (2) above and 
(3) corner case (from left to right). The top images show the side view of the collimator, 
and the bottom images show the top view. 

 The desirable results from these simulations were minimum expected counts with 

the all-full configuration and maximum expected counts with the all-empty 

configurations. These characteristics mean that the material is shielding as much source 

gammas as possible when the radiation is meant to be shielded and allowing a maximum 

reach the detector as possible when the radiation is not meant to be shielded. 

Consequently, to capture these two requirements, materials with the higher all-empty-to-

all-full ratios were said to be the more efficient material candidates. The ratios were then 

reported for each material candidate in each case for the test model 1. A material was then 
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chosen to substitute water and the collimator material to make the test model 2, which has 

further reduced size compared to that of the test model 1. 

6.2.3. Sensitivity analyses 

The test model 2 is depicted in Fig. 6-5 with lead as the substitute material for 

water and PVC in the original design for different source-to-detector distances. This was 

done to see the effect of increasing source distance from the detector on the reconstructed 

image for test model 2 set up. The first case was 25% of the original source-to-collimator 

distance (d = 29.3 cm), the second was 12.5% of the original source-to-collimator distance 

and the third had the source directly on top of the collimator. The images were plotted as 

the number of configurations, m used for the reconstruction, increased up to m = 50 to 

identify the m value resulting in the correct source localization. 

(a)          (b)           (c)  

Figure 6-5. The location of the 137Cs source (blue dot) for test model 2 at (a) d = 29.3 cm, 
(2) d = 14.66 cm and (3) d = 12.1 cm.

Next, the collimator channel radius for the test model 2 was varied by reducing it 

to 25% and 12.5% of the original radius (1.27 cm or ½”). The 137Cs point source was 

positioned 15 cm away from the center of the detectors. Figure 6-6 depicts the top view 

and the side view of two different channel radii with the same 11-by-11 total pixels. Image 

d
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reconstruction was also performed with increasing m for both radii to see the effect on 

source localization. Finally, using one selected channel radius, the number of total pixels 

for test model 2 were varied to see the effect on image reconstruction and source 

localization. The collimator sizes simulated were 19-by-19 and 43-by-43. The 

reconstructed images were also compared for these aforementioned collimator sizes with 

different total pixels. 

Figure 6-6. The 11-by-11 lead collimator with 0.635-cm (¼”) pipe radius (left) and 
0.3175-cm (⅛”) pipe radius (right) for test model 2. The top images show the top view of 
the collimator, with the six GM detectors underneath the collimator outlined with red 
dotted-lines and the bottom images show the side view collimator and the detector on the 
x-z plane at y = 0.

6.2.4. Detector systems 

Another aspect of interest in improving the original design of the system was to 

investigate the use of spectroscopy data for image reconstruction. Simulations were done 

to study the effect of having different detectors on source localization. In addition, the 

number of detectors was also reduced from six to just one detector and the collimator 
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channel was changed to have a square shape. The GM detector has a length of 13.2 cm 

and a radius of 1.905 cm. Figure 6-7 shows the top and cross-sectional side view of the 

test model 3 with two different types of detectors, a GM detector and a NaI detector. 

Simulations were performed for a point 137Cs source, which was 2.56 cm away from the 

surface of the collimator in the center, corner, and (4, 8) positions. However, only the 

corner position results are used for described below as it is the more challenging problem 

where the gamma source position does not align with the detector position. Reconstructed 

images were plotted with increasing m for these cases. 

 

Figure 6-7. The test model 3 for localization of a point 137Cs source (blue dot) placed in 
the corner position with a GM detector (left picture) and a NaI detector (right picture). 
Pictures in the top row are the top view of the set up (x-y plane) with the detector outline 
shown, and bottom row pictures are the cross-sectional side view of the set up on the x-z 
plane at y = 0. 
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 The NaI detector used with the test model 3 was a 2”-by-2” NaI crystal enclosed 

in an aluminum casing filled with vacuum. The FT8 GEB entry was enabled with the 

parameter values associated with the crystal size. Image reconstruction was done using 

the 662-keV photopeak counts and results with the two different detectors were compared.  

6.2.5. An example of design improvement 

 It was proposed to surround the detector with a lead collimator in order to facilitate 

detection and imaging within 360° view. This was inspired by a recent product released 

by ANSTO [1]. In order to test the performance of the proposed model, simulations were 

made using a 5.2”-by-8.3” NaI detector and a uniform disk source with a radius of 10 cm. 

Figure 6-8 shows the top view and the cross-sectional views of test model 4. The FT8 

GEB entry in the source definition (SDEF) MCNP input was turned off due to the 

unknown parameter values for the size of the NaI crystal used in the simulation.  

 Considering a conservative approach due to the complexity of the design relative 

to the test model design, the gamma source energy was reduced to a value that maximizes 

energy deposition in the crystal, instead of 662 keV. The four-mean-free-paths value for 

a 662-keV gamma is more than the diameter of the crystal (13.26 cm versus 13.2 cm). So, 

a gamma energy of 300 keV was chosen to ensure that gammas are absorbed within the 

crystal (four-mean-free-paths value is 6.58 cm). Images produced through these three 

steps were then shown side by side for comparisons at m = 50 for each source distance, 

using the photopeak counts. 
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(a)            (b)           (c)  

Figure 6-8. The test model 4 schematics with a 5.2”-by-8.3” NaI detector (blue) 
surrounded by a lead collimator (orange), showing (a) the top view of the set-up depicting 
the position of the disk source, (b) the cross-sectional view of detector on the x-z plane at 
y = 0 and (c) the cross-sectional view of the collimator, outlining the detector position and 
size relative to the collimator. The blue dots show the sampling positions that make the 
uniform disk source. Each side of the collimator is labeled as side 1, 2, 3 and 4 as indicated 
in (a). 

6.2.6. High-level design recommendations 

 Based on the presented results, a set of high-level design recommendations was 

developed to guide the process of designing a radioactive source imaging system that uses 

compressed sensing principles. High-level design helps translate product objectives and 

requirements to the overall general system design, resulting in high-level design solutions. 

High-level design solutions are then used for low-level design, which describes the 

subsystems and components needed in detail. Therefore, it would be beneficial to develop 

high-level design recommendations that can serve as guidance to design the product which 

could be one of the four categories outlined in Section 6.1.2. These recommendations list 

down aspects to be considered in the design process and are elaborated in 6.3.5. 

 

1 
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6.3. Results and Discussion 

6.3.1. System model size reduction 

 Figure 6-9 shows the ratio of the expected counts from the all-empty configuration 

to the all-full configuration for each case. Lead has the highest ratio, followed by tungsten 

for all of the cases. The ratios are higher in Case 1 (center) and Case 3 (corner) than those 

of Case 2 (above) because of the shorter distance between the source and the detector. As 

intensity generally decreases with increasing distance between the source and the detector, 

the expected counts with the all-empty configuration in Case 2 would be lower than those 

in the center and corner cases. This resulted in the statistically lower ratios for Case 2. 

 

Figure 6-9. The all-empty-to-all-full ratio for each material candidate in Case 1 (left), 
Case 2 (middle) and Case 3 (right). 

 The results in Figure 6-9 suggest that lead and tungsten are the most efficient 

among the material candidates. Since lead has the highest all-empty-to-all-full ratio in all 

cases, simulations of test model 1 were performed for the three cases as defined in Fig. 6-

4 with lead as the substitute for water surrounding the collimator. Random combinations 
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of water and air were again employed in these simulations and image reconstruction was 

performed with the number of configurations, m until 30.  

 

Figure 6-10. The localization of a 137Cs gamma source for Case 1 (center), Case 2 (above) 
and Case 3 (corner) using test model 1 with lead as substitute for water. 

 Figure 6-10 shows the image reconstruction results for the three cases defined in 

Fig. 6-4. Localization was apparent starting m = 18 for Case 1, m = 30 for Case 2 and m 

= 9 for Case 3. The noise pixels are 24% of the total pixels in all of the cases at m = 30. 

Noise pixels with values larger than 0.2 are 0.8%, 10.7% and 0% of the total pixels in the 

center, above and corner case, respectively. Noise pixels were expected to be higher in 

Case 2 because of the larger distance between the gamma source and the detectors.  

 The larger source-to-detector distance caused more scattering events to be detected 

resulting in higher counts registered, appearing as noise pixels in the reconstructed images. 

Cases 1 and 3 were expected to give correct localization at lower m compared to Case 2, 

and this was demonstrated in Fig. 6-10 to be true. Tungsten has statistically the same ratios 

for all three cases and could be a potential collimator material too. Even though the 

thickness of a tungsten collimator is less by 1 cm, the mass of it would be 5.9 kg more 
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than a lead collimator because of its higher density (listed in Table 6-1). With these results, 

lead was chosen as the material to substitute water in the original design, as well as to 

replace the PVC material of the collimator. This resulted in a size reduction by 68% 

compared to the validated original design model (2-by-2 m2 versus 0.36-by-0.36 m2) and 

mass reduction by 94.6% (852 kg versus 46 kg). 

6.3.2. Sensitivity analyses 

 Figure 6-11 shows the reconstructed images for test model 2 with increasing m for 

different source distances. At m = 50, the noise pixels are 40.5%, 39.7% and 19% of the 

total pixels for d = 29.3 cm, d = 14.66 cm and d = 12.1 cm case, respectively. Additionally, 

noise pixels with values larger than 0.2 in d = 29.3 cm image are 18.2% more than those 

in d = 14.66 cm case. With the source on top of the collimator, there were no pixels with 

values larger than 0.2 in the reconstructed image at m = 50.  

 As the source was moved further away from the collimator surface, higher number 

of noise pixels was visible in the reconstructed images. As expected, the further the source 

is, the more scattering events take place and get detected. This resulted in higher amount 

of noise pixels in the image. These results also show that at a larger distance, more 

configurations are needed get a more resolved image. The localization was apparent at m 

= 10 when the source was placed directly on top of the collimator. Further away at d = 

14.66 cm, localization was only accurate starting at m = 20. At even a larger distance, 

localization was not conclusive even with m = 50. However, it was expected that 

localization would be resolved with higher m value. 
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Figure 6-11. The localization of a 137Cs gamma source for test model 2 at a quarter of the 
original distance, d = 29.3 cm (top row), an eighth of the original distance, d = 14.66 cm 
(middle row) and at the top of the collimator, d = 12.1 cm (bottom row). All distances, d, 
are relative to the center of the GM detector. 

Figure 6-12 compares the reconstructed images for test model 2 with increasing m 

for two different pipe radius sizes. The noise pixels are 40.5% of the total pixels for both 

collimator channels with radii of ¼” and ⅛” at m = 50. However, the noise pixels with 

values of more than 0.2 in the image produced with ⅛” pipe radius data are 5% more than 

those of the ¼” pipe radius, as evident in Fig. 6-12. Smaller collimator channel meant that 

there was more shielding material available, resulting in increased scattering and therefore 

the appearance of more noise pixels in the image. Smaller channel size also limited the 

number of photons reaching the detector, causing the need for more m to resolve the 

localization. This is shown in Fig. 6-12 where the quarter case localization is apparent at 

m = 20 while the eighth case is at m = 30.  
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Figure 6-12. The localization of a 137Cs gamma source, positioned 14.66 cm away from 
the center of the detectors and placed in the corner position, with ¼” pipe radius (top row) 
and ⅛” pipe radius (bottom row). 

 Next, the number of total pixels for the test model 2 was varied while keeping the 

channel radius fixed at ⅛” and the point 137Cs source placed in the corner position. Figure 

6-13 shows the images plotted with increasing m for a 19-by-19 collimator and a 43-by-

43 collimator. The noise pixels are 13.6% of the total pixels for the 19-by-19 collimator 

at m = 50 and 8% for the 43-by-43 collimator at m = 150.  

 The noise pixels with values of more than 0.2 in the 19-by-19 image are 3.4% more 

than those of the 43-by-43 image at the highest m for each case. Since a higher number of 

total pixels requires higher number of measurements to accurately localize the gamma 

source, the test model 2 with 43-by-43 collimator was expected to localize the source at a 

higher m. This is evident in Fig. 6-13 that localization was resolved at m = 134 for the test 

model 2 with 43-by-43 collimator compared to at m = 50 for the 19-by-19 collimator.  
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Figure 6-13. The localization of a point 137Cs source placed in the corner position, 15 cm 
away from the collimator surface, with collimator channel radius of ⅛” for increasing m. 
The collimator sizes simulated were 19-by-19 (top row) and 43-by-43 (bottom row). 

6.3.3. Detector systems 

 Figure 6-14 shows the comparison between test model 3 with a GM detector and 

a NaI detector with a point 137Cs source placed in the corner position. The images were 

plotted with increasing m until m = 30 for both detectors. The noise pixels are 24% of the 

total pixels for both detectors at m = 30. However, noise pixels with values larger than 0.2 

are 0.8% more in the GM image compared to that of the NaI image. It is demonstrated that 

localization was successful in both cases as a single yellow pixel was expected to be in the 

(8, 8) position in the image. Localization was successful starting at m = 15 in both cases. 

As shown in Fig. 6-7, even though both detectors were not positioned directly below the 

point gamma source, the reconstructed image using data from the detectors showed the 

correct position of the gamma source. 
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Figure 6-14. The localization of a 137Cs gamma source 2.56 cm away from the collimator 
surface using test model 3 with ¼” channel opening width for the corner case with a GM 
detector (top row) and a NaI detector (bottom). 

 Based on the results in Fig. 6-14, the NaI simulated counts resulted in a more 

conclusive image that accurately pinpoints the position of the gamma source. The GM 

simulated counts resulted in an extra yellow pixel next to the one in the correct position, 

as well as more noise pixels. This was due to the fact that the GM detector counts included 

the scattered photons compared to the NaI counts, in which only the photopeak counts 

were used in the image reconstruction.  

 The scattering effects seen by the GM detectors and appeared as noise pixels in the 

reconstructed images were shown to be limited by using spectroscopy data as it is possible 

to filter out counts that are due to scattering interactions. This proves that spectroscopy 

data is useful in minimizing the noise pixels due to scattering effects in reconstructed 

images. However, the GM detector result did not deviate from the correct solution. This 

suggests that if limited budget was an issue, the use of a proposed imaging system with 

one or multiple GM detectors could also be practical.  
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6.3.4. Example of design improvement 

 The design factors found from various test model results were incorporated in this 

improved design example. The same collimator material used in the test models, lead, was 

used in this design. A square collimator channel opening with twice the width of test model 

3 was used to maximize gamma detection in the crystal. The number of channels were 

also minimized according to the size of the NaI detector used (5.2”-by-8.3”) resulting in a 

collimator face with 9-by-3 channels on each side. Since the design was intended to be 

used with a much larger standoff distance compared to the distances tested with previous 

test models, a NaI detector was chosen as the detection system to minimize distortion in 

the reconstructed images produced. 

 Source localization was done by going through three steps of image reconstruction. 

Each step uses a different number of collimator sides for image reconstruction. The first 

step was by using all four collimator sides (faces). The image produced using four sides 

is shown in Fig. 6-15 (b) where the first three columns of pixels in the left side of the 

image represent side 1, followed by side 2, side 3 and side 4. This gives a 9-by-12 image 

with 108 total pixels, since each side has 9 rows and 3 columns of channels (9×3×4). One 

way to help visualize which area in the reconstructed image refers to which collimator 

side is to imagine cutting along the dotted blue line in Fig. 6-15 (a), pull the cut edge of 

side 4 in a clockwise direction, turning the 4 sides into one, single side and then lay the 

collimator flat on its inner side. If a disk source was placed facing side 3 as shown in Fig. 

6-15 (a), all of the pixels in columns 7 through 9 in the 9-by-12 image are expected to be 

yellow in color. 
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       (a)                        (b)         (c)                             (d) 

Figure 6-15. The test model 4 schematics with a 5.2”-by-8.3” NaI detector (blue) 
surrounded by a lead collimator (orange), showing (a) the top view of the set-up depicting 
the position of the disk source with the collimator sides labeled. The corresponding sides 
in the reconstructed images by (b) using all four sides (108 pixels), (c) using three sides 
(81 pixels), and (d) using one side (27 pixels) of the collimator. 

 Once it was determined that the source was facing side 3, the second step was to 

reconstruct the image by using only three sides of the collimator, which are the side facing 

the source and the two adjacent sides of it. This then gives a 9-by-9 image as shown in 

Fig. 6-15 (c), and it was expected that pixels in the fourth column until the sixth column 

would be yellow in color because these three columns in the middle represent side 3. And 

finally, image reconstruction was done using only one collimator side that is facing the 

source. This results in a 9-by-3 image and for the disk source in Fig. 6-15 (a), all pixels 

within this 9-by-3 image shown by Fig. 6-15 (d) were expected to be yellow in color.  

 Figure 6-16 shows images reconstructed through the three steps described 

previously. The results are displayed with increasing number of measurements, m for a 

monodirectional uniform disk source. Since the diameter of the disk source was as big as 

one side of the collimator face, it was expected that pixels in columns that represent the 

location of the source would be gradually filled with non-blue pixels as m was increased.  

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 2 3 4 2 3 4 3 
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The first step in the localization process was to use all sides of the collimator in 

reconstructing the image. As shown in the top row of Fig. 6-16, the portion of the picture 

that represents the side facing the disk source consisted of a color mixture suggesting that 

a source was detected in the associated direction (side 3). Due to the higher number of 

pixels in the images produced from all collimator faces (108 pixels), more measurements 

were needed to produce an image with the expected result, which was yellow pixels in all 

rows between the 7th and the 9th columns.  

The next step was to perform image reconstruction using three faces of the 

collimator that indicated the presence of the disk source. Based on the image at m = 50 in 

the top row of Fig. 6-16, the sides to be used for image reconstruction in the second step 

were sides 2, 3 and 4. As shown in the middle row of Fig. 6-16, when reconstructed using 

three faces of the collimator, the middle section of the picture (the collimator side facing 

the disk source) turned yellow at m = 50. Since there was a smaller number of channels 

used for reconstruction (81 pixels), localization converged at a lower m compared to that 

in the first step. 

The third step was to reconstruct the image using the side that indicated the 

location of the disk source, which was side 3. This can be seen in the bottom row of Fig. 

6-16 where the reconstructed image shows all-yellow pixels starting at m = 30. Since the

number of channels used in reconstructing the images was even less (27 pixels), 

localization was achieved at a lower m compared to that in step 2. 
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Figure 6-16. The localization of a 300-keV monodirectional uniform gamma disk source 
with a radius of 10 cm, placed 30 cm away from the center of the detector. Images were 
plotted for increasing number of measurements, m considering all sides of the collimator 
(top row), three sides of the collimator (middle row) and only one side of the collimator 
(bottom row). 

 Another three simulations were performed with a 300-keV isotropic uniform 

gamma disk source at a distance, d = 30 cm, 60 cm and 120 cm. Figure 6-17 shows the 

image reconstruction comparisons at m = 50 for these simulations. At d = 30 cm, the image 

of the monodirectional disk source is more resolved than that of the isotropic disk source. 

The scattering due to photons entering the collimator from different directions resulted in 

count increase or decrease with each collimator configuration. This led to noise pixels to 

appear in the reconstructed image. As the isotropic uniform disk source was moved further 

away from the detector and collimator, the images started to be filled with more yellow 
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pixels when reconstructions were done with a single face and with three faces of the 

collimator. This was as expected because as the source was placed further away, photons 

arriving at the collimator appeared to come from a monodirectional uniform disk source.  

 In Section 6.3.2, the results showed that the further the gamma source away from 

the detector, the larger the number of noise pixels appear in the images. Therefore, the 

results in this section are interesting because it means that imaging a radiation source that 

is far away from the detector and collimator is possible with a spectroscopic detector. 

Figure 6-17 shows that the larger distance is beneficial in producing more conclusive 

images. However, the downside of imaging from a larger distance is that longer 

measurement time is needed for sufficient counts as radiation intensity drops by square of 

distance. For this design, these three steps of plotting the reconstructed images can be 

utilized to help determine the position of the source with respect to the 360° view. 
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Figure 6-17. The comparison of images reconstructed using photopeak counts for each of 
the four cases; (left to right) a monodirectional uniform disk source 30 cm away from the 
center of the NaI detector, an isotropic uniform disk source 30 cm away, an isotropic 
uniform disk source 60 cm away and an isotropic uniform disk source 120 cm away from 
the center of the NaI detector. 

6.3.5. High-level design recommendations 

Based on these results, a list of high-level design recommendations was developed 

to guide the design process for a radioactive source imaging system using compressed 

sensing principles. The design process starts with the product objectives and requirements, 

which differ based on the type of equipment the developer chooses to design or build. The 

equipment type can either be a stationary installation system such as the RPM, a portable 

system or a hybrid system. In summary, the factors to be considered in the design process 

monodirectional isotropic isotropic isotropic 
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are the materials used for the collimator, the collimator channel size, the number of 

collimator channels, the source-to-detector distance and the type of radiation detector used 

for measurements. These factors should be considered together including economic 

constraints and regulatory requirements. The high-level design recommendations that can 

be generally used for any specific product objectives are provided and listed below. 

6.3.5.1. The all-empty-to-all-full counts ratio should be optimally maximized when 

choosing a collimator material  

 When choosing a material for the collimator, the ratio of the simulated detector 

counts from a fully-open collimator to a fully-closed collimator is maximized. This is to 

ensure that minimal photons get detected when the collimator channels are fully closed 

and to maximize the detection of photons that are supposed to get registered. The system 

dimensions and mass requirements have to be considered as well when choosing 

between multiple material candidates with statistically the same all-empty-to-all-full 

counts ratio. For example, a square collimator with 36 cm width each side weighs 51.5 

kg if it was made of tungsten, and 45.6 kg if it was made of lead. The 6-kg difference 

makes a big difference if portability was one of the product requirements. 

6.3.5.2. The collimator channel opening should be maximized 

 Depending on the application of the product and the resolution requirement, the 

collimator channel openings should be maximized so that number of measurements and 

measurement time needed can be minimized. Smaller channel opening size gives higher 

image resolution (more pixels available to portray the image). Larger number of pixels 
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requires larger number of measurements to get a resolved image, and therefore needs a 

longer measurement time. Additionally, smaller channel opening size for channels that are 

far apart from each other means that there is more shielding material surrounding the 

channel and this contributes to more scattering to occur. If a counting detector such as a 

GM detector was used, this would result in higher number of noises in the reconstructed 

images.  

6.3.5.3. Short measurement time requirement should employ minimal number of 

collimator channels 

 The resolution of the reconstructed image depends on the number of total pixels 

available for image production. The total pixels are determined by the number of 

collimator channels. The larger the number of collimator channels, the higher the 

reconstructed image resolution will be. Higher resolution requires larger number of 

measurements, which means larger number of random collimator configurations for the 

image reconstruction to be meaningful. Unless there is a novel way of switching collimator 

configurations seamlessly with minimal mechanical movements, aiming for a high-

resolution reconstructed image can be disadvantageous and unworthy. Therefore, based 

on the objectives of the source imaging system, the number of collimator channels should 

be optimized in such a way that will ensure minimal configurations are adequate without 

compromising the localization capability associated with the reconstructed image 

resolution. 
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6.3.5.4. Large standoff distance application should use spectroscopic detection 

system  

The effect of source-to-detector distance on the reconstructed image was found to 

be dependent on the type of detector used. The radiation source distance from the detector 

is to be minimized when using counting detectors, such as GM detectors, to reduce noise 

pixels due to the higher scattering counts registered at a larger distance. However, the use 

spectroscopic detectors, which allows for image reconstruction utilizing the photopeak 

counts, will not suffer from excessive noise pixels in the image. In fact, for a source with 

a larger surface compared to a point source, such as the simulated uniform disk source 

with a radius of 10 cm, the larger source-to-detector distance is beneficial in making the 

multidirectional nature of the gamma source to appear as a monodirectional source 

traveling straight into the detector. As demonstrated, a radiation source emitting gamma 

in only one direction towards the detector had less noise pixels in the reconstructed image 

due to the lower number of undesired scattered photons being detected. The downside that 

comes with larger source-to-detector distance is the longer measurement time needed to 

ensure sufficient counts were collected as the intensity of the radiation source drops by 

square of distance.  

6.4. Conclusion 

The objective of this paper was to study design factors that affect the performance 

of a compressed-sensing-based gamma source imaging system. Simulations were 

performed for the validated model with the aim to reduce its size by substituting water 

surrounding the collimator with five material candidates. This set up was called test model 
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1 and simulations of it resulted in lead to be chosen to replace water component, as well 

as the collimator material. This resulted in a system size reduction by 68%, and this set up 

was called test model 2.  

Simulations were done for test model 2 with varying source-to-detector distances, 

varying channel pipe radii and varying total numbers of collimator channels. Test model 

2 was then modified into test model 3 by reducing the number of GM detectors used from 

six to one, and changing the collimator opening into a square shape instead of circular. 

Test model 3 was also simulated with another type of detector, which was a 2”-by-2” 

sodium iodide (NaI) detector. Comparisons were made between the results from these two 

different detectors.  

Finally, an example of an improved design, inspired by a recently commercialized 

gamma source imaging system that operates with similar principles was examined with a 

5.2”-by-8.3” NaI detector. Image artifacts in terms of noise pixels were found to vary with 

source-to-detector distance depending on the type of detector being used. With a 

spectroscopic detector, noise pixels in the reconstructed image were less than those with 

a counting detector for large source-to-detector distances. This was due to the ability to 

only record photopeak counts and discount scattered photons. It was also shown that 

higher image resolution (more collimator channels) will require a greater number of 

measurements for image reconstruction, hence more measurement time needed.  

These results show that the objective of studying the design factors to improve the 

gamma source imaging system was fulfilled. Collimator material and geometry, number 

and size of collimator channels, the source-to-detector distance, as well as the detector 
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type used for measurements are the factors that can be explored to improve the design of 

the validated proof-of-concept system model for gamma source imaging. These factors 

were translated into high-level design recommendations for improving any compressed-

sensing-based gamma source imaging.  

The recommendations are (1) the ratio of all-empty-to-all-full counts from 

simulations should be optimally maximized when choosing a collimator material, (2) the 

collimator channel opening should be optimally maximized, (3) short measurement time 

requirement should employ optimally minimal number of collimator channels, and (4) 

large standoff distance application should use spectroscopic detection system. These 

recommendations can be used to develop supporting technologies for nuclear security, 

which could come in the form of a fixed radiation imaging installation or a portable 

radiation imaging instrument.   
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 The main research objective of developing a design concept for CS-based radiation 

source imaging system was achieved through six milestones. This device was 

conceptualized through a series of design processes using MCNP simulations. The results 

showed that an initial rudimentary design of an 11×11 array of PVC pipes placed upright 

in a water-filled tank and two 3He detectors was feasible for neutron source imaging. 

MCNP simulation results showed that image quality allowing for neutron source shape 

identification and localization was obtained with as low as 50% of the total pixels required 

for the conventional raster scan method. Preliminary experiment measurements were 

performed by imaging a 3.7 MBq point 252Cf neutron source after a physical system of the 

MCNP model was built. Due to interference in neutron measurements from another 

ongoing experiment at the location, it was decided that further study was to be done for 

gamma sources instead, with GM detectors replacing the 3He detectors. 

 In order to ensure that the MCNP simulation model works as close as possible to 

the physical model, a detailed investigation on methods to model the GM detectors was 

performed. Two ways of estimating counts from GM detectors using MCNP simulations 

were proposed; by using the F4 tally or the *F4 tally. The counts estimate using F4 tally 

method was found to resemble the measured counts more closely compared to the *F4 

method because the F4 tally results were all within 20% of agreement with the measured 

counts. The modeling of GM detectors using the proposed F4 method was shown to agree 

with the measurements, especially in terms of the behavior trends. The F4 method, which 
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has never been used to model GM detectors before, was then selected as the standard way 

to simulate the proposed imaging system.  

 After the simulation of the detector system was examined and validated, the 

benchmarking of the MCNP model of the proof-of-concept gamma source imaging system 

with experimental measurements was then performed. The validation was done for four 

cases with different gamma source locations. The physical set up was tested with an 

“unknown” source position without any simulation results for comparison. The 

discrepancy between simulation and experimental results at each configuration was less 

than a factor of two when compared to the corresponding experiment measurement, except 

for at most five extreme datapoints (in the above metal case). The localization was 

successful in both simulations and experiments for all four defined cases, as well as the 

“unknown” source location in the experiment.  

 Finally, the design factors that affect the performance of a CS-based gamma source 

imaging system were studied. The system’s size was reduced by 68% as the water 

surrounding the collimator and the collimator material were substituted with the selected 

material candidate, lead. Collimator material and geometry, number and size of collimator 

channels, the source-to-detector distance, as well as the detector type used for 

measurements are the factors that can be explored to improve the design of the validated 

model for gamma source imaging. These factors were translated into high-level design 

recommendations that can be used to develop supporting technologies for nuclear security, 

which could come in the form of a fixed radiation imaging installation or a portable 

radiation imaging instrument.  
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 This research of employing CS principles in designing a radiation source imaging 

system has produced a design concept or a core idea that is still new in the nuclear security 

field. The proof-of-concept design was demonstrated to perform well in simulations, and 

was validated with experimental measurements. A set of high-level recommendations was 

established to serve as guidance for system developers to design a CS-based radiation 

source imaging system. The importance of this work is that it supports integration of a 

broader set of tools to counter terrorism and encourages further exploration on the design 

concept to support nuclear security activities. This research is unique because of the use 

of the NNLS method for image reconstruction instead of the typical l1-minimization 

method used in CS problems. The findings from this research is also significant in offering 

a relatively cheaper alternative for such imaging system with the use of affordable GM 

detectors for radiation measurements. It is hoped that this design concept will be further 

explored so that more design solutions that are relatively cheap will be available. This will 

hopefully facilitate technology transfer and incentivize involvement by Member States to 

strengthen current global nuclear security program. 
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APPENDIX A 

AN EXAMPLE OF MCNP INPUT FILE 

c********************************************************************** 
c Rectangular PE tank filled with water with a point source on top of the grid (center),   
c 11x11 PVC grid in the middle of the tank - all filled with water,    
c each tube's ID is 1.53 cm and OD is 2.155 cm. Each tube has a rubber stopper 
c fitted at one end at the bottom of the tank.  
c Height of water in the tank is 74 cm. 
c********************************************************************** 
c Cell Cards 
c********************************************************************** 
1    0  400 -401 402 -403 302 -203                            fill=1 imp:p=1   
10   5 -0.0012 -101 103                                 u=2 imp:p=1 $ cylindrical air 
11   7 -1.4064 -102 101 202 103                       u=2 imp:p=1 $ PVC shell 
12   1 -1 -204 (101:-103) (102:-101:-202:-103) 103     u=2 imp:p=1 $ water 
13   5 -0.0012 102 204                                  u=2 imp:p=1 $ air 
14   8 -1.1 -103                                       u=2 imp:p=1 $ rubber stopper 
20   1 -1 -101 103                                      u=3 imp:p=1 $ cylindrical water 
21   7 -1.4064 -102 101 202                             u=3 imp:p=1 $ PVC shell 
22   1 -1 (102 -204 103):(-202 101 103)                        u=3 imp:p=1 $ water 
23   5 -0.0012 102 204                                  u=3 imp:p=1 $ air 
15   8 -1.1 -103                                       u=3 imp:p=1 $ rubber stopper 
2    0  500 -501 502 -503 -203 302                      lat=1 u=1 imp:p=1  
     fill=-5:5 -5:5 0:0 
C Start Modifications 
     2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2  
     2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 3  
     3 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3  
     3 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 2  
     3 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3  
     2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3  
     3 3 2 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 2  
     2 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2  
     2 2 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 3  
     2 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 2  
     2 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2  
C End Modifications 
4    9 -8 611 -612                                         imp:p=1 $ horizontal cage bars 
41   like 4 but trcl=(0 0 19.05)                    imp:p=1 $ parallel to x 
42   like 4 but trcl=(0 0 38.1)                      imp:p=1 
43   like 4 but trcl=(0 0 59.69)                    imp:p=1 
44   like 4 but trcl=(0 102.2 0)                    imp:p=1 
45   like 4 but trcl=(0 102.2 19.05)                 imp:p=1 
46   like 4 but trcl=(0 102.2 38.1)                 imp:p=1 
47   like 4 but trcl=(0 102.2 59.69)                imp:p=1 
6    9 -8 613 -614                                 imp:p=1 $ parallel to y 
61   like 6 but trcl=(0 0 19.05)                    imp:p=1 
62   like 6 but trcl=(0 0 38.1)                     imp:p=1 
63   like 6 but trcl=(0 0 59.69)                    imp:p=1 
64   like 6 but trcl=(121.2 0 0)                    imp:p=1 
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65   like 6 but trcl=(121.2 0 19.05)   imp:p=1 
66   like 6 but trcl=(121.2 0 38.1)    imp:p=1 
67   like 6 but trcl=(121.2 0 59.69)   imp:p=1 
3    9 -8 615 -616     imp:p=1 $ vertical cage bars 
301  like 3 but trcl=(-15.875 0 0)    imp:p=1 $ along x 
302  like 3 but trcl=(-36.83 0 0)     imp:p=1 
303  like 3 but trcl=(17.78 0 0)       imp:p=1 
304  like 3 but trcl=(33.655 0 0)     imp:p=1 
305  like 3 but trcl=(54.61 0 0)       imp:p=1 
306  like 3 but trcl=(0 105.82 0)     imp:p=1 
307  like 3 but trcl=(-15.875 105.82 0)    imp:p=1 
308  like 3 but trcl=(-36.83 105.82 0)      imp:p=1 
309  like 3 but trcl=(17.78 105.82 0)       imp:p=1 
310  like 3 but trcl=(33.655 105.82 0)     imp:p=1 
311  like 3 but trcl=(54.61 105.82 0)       imp:p=1 
312  like 3 but trcl=(71.3 17.94 0)   imp:p=1 $ along y vertical 
313  like 3 but trcl=(71.3 32.545 0)         imp:p=1 $ right 
314  like 3 but trcl=(71.3 73.185 0)         imp:p=1 
315  like 3 but trcl=(71.3 87.79 0)   imp:p=1 
316  like 3 but trcl=(-53.55 17.94 0)        imp:p=1 $ left 
317  like 3 but trcl=(-53.55 38.895 0)      imp:p=1 
318  like 3 but trcl=(-53.55 66.835 0)    imp:p=1 
319  like 3 but trcl=(-53.55 87.79 0)        imp:p=1 
5    1 -1  -201 #1      imp:p=1 $ water 
7    6 -0.93 -301 201 309 #1    imp:p=1 $ tank  
30  9 -8 -600      imp:p=1 $ metal cage base 
31  2 -2.3 -404         imp:p=1 $ concrete floor 
33  4 -0.000839 -800         vol=150.49 imp:p=1 $ GM volume filled with neon 
34  like 33 but trcl=(15.2 0 0) imp:p=1 $ GM 
37  like 33 but trcl*=(-2.0 -2.9 0 45 45 90 135 45 90 90 90 0)   imp:p=1 $ GM 
38  like 33 but trcl*=(-2.0 2.9 0 45 135 90 45 45 90 90 90 0)   imp:p=1 $ GM 
39  like 33 but trcl*=(2.0 2.9 0 135 135 90 45 135 90 90 90 0)   imp:p=1 $ GM 
40  like 33 but trcl*=(2.0 -2.9 0 135 45 90 135 135 90 90 90 0) imp:p=1 $ GM 
51  3 -2.7 800 -801                      vol=25.587  imp:p=1 $ GM Al case 
52  like 51 but trcl=(15.2 0 0)           imp:p=1 $ GM Al case 
53  like 51 but trcl*=(-2.0 -2.9 0 45 45 90 135 45 90 90 90 0)    imp:p=1 $ GM case 
54  like 51 but trcl*=(-2.0 2.9 0 45 135 90 45 45 90 90 90 0)     imp:p=1 $ GM case 
55  like 51 but trcl*=(2.0 2.9 0 135 135 90 45 135 90 90 90 0)  imp:p=1 $ GM case 
56  like 51 but trcl*=(2.0 -2.9 0 135 45 90 135 135 90 90 90 0) imp:p=1 $ GM case 
8    5 -0.0012 -700 404 (-309:301) 600 #1  
     #4 #41 #42 #43 #44 #45 #46 #47 #52 #53 
     #6 #61 #62 #63 #64 #65 #66 #67 #54 #55 #56 
     #3 #301 #302 #303 #304 #305 #306 #307 #308     
     #309 #310 #311 #312 #313 #314 #315 #316  
     #317 #318 #319 #33 #34 #37 #38 #39 #40 #51            imp:p=1 $ air 
99   0  700                                             imp:p=0 $ kill zone 

c********************************************************************** 
c Surface Cards 
c********************************************************************** 
101  CZ  0.765     $ PVC inner radius (air) 
102  CZ  1.0775         $ PVC outer radius (shell) 
103  TRC 0 0 0.3  0 0 2.635 .9625 0.709     $ Rubber stopper 
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201  RPP -59.39 59.39 -49.865 49.865 0.3 74.3     $ Water 
202  PZ  2.35                                      $ Bottom of pipe grid 
203  PZ  108.94                                    $ Top of the pipe grid 
204  PZ  74.3                                      $ Water height 
301  RPP -59.69 59.69 -50.165 50.165 0 89.535     $ Tank, thickness = 0.3 cm   
302  PZ  0.3 
303  PZ  0 
304  PZ  89.535 
305  PX  -57.97 
306  PX  57.97 
307  PY  -48.445 
308  PY  48.445 
309  RPP -59.39 59.39 -49.865 49.865 74.3 89.535 
400  PX -11.99 
401  PX  11.99 
402  PY -11.99 
403  PY  11.99 
404  RPP -200 200 -200 200 -70 -10.4              $ Concrete floor 
500  PX -1.09                                      $ Parallelepiped for grid 
501  PX  1.09 
502  PY -1.09 
503  PY  1.09 
600  RPP -60.59 60.59 -51.065 51.065 -0.12 0      $ Metal cage base 
611  RCC -61.59 -51.1 0.9 122.98 0 0 0.73         $ Parallel to x 
612  RCC -61.59 -51.1 0.9 122.98 0 0 0.9 
613  RCC -60.6 -50.165 0.9 0 100.33 0 0.73        $ Parallel to y 
614  RCC -60.6 -50.165 0.9 0 100.33 0 0.9 
615  RCC -8.89 -52.91 0 0 0 61.5 0.73             $ Vertical third left front 
616  RCC -8.89 -52.91 0 0 0 61.5 0.9 
800  RCC -14.2 0 -8.3 13.2 0 0 1.905              $ GM length=13.2 cm 
801  RCC -14.2 0 -8.3 13.2 0 0 2.0606            $ Al case 0.06125 in (0.15558 cm) 
700  RPP -200 200 -200 200 -70 250                $ Kill zone 
 
c********************************************************************** 
c Data Cards 
c********************************************************************** 
MODE p                                        $ Photon problem 
nps 20000000                                  $ Run number of particle histories 
c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
c Source definition 
c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
SDEF ERG=0.662 POS=0 0 109 VEC= 0 0 -1 PAR=2 DIR=d2  WGT=2 $ Cs-137 discrete PS  
SI2 -1 0 1 
SP2 0 0.5 0.5 
SB2 0 0 1 
c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
c Materials 
c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
m1   1000 0.66667 8000 0.33333                          $ Water using atomic fractions 
m2   1000  0.168038 8000  0.563183 11000 0.021365    $ (Regular) Concrete floor 
     13000 0.021343 14000 0.203231 20000 0.018595 
     26000 0.004246 
m5   7014 0.7843 8016 0.2109 6000 0.0001                $ Air with N, O, C atomic fractions 
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m4   10000 1                                                 $ Neon NTP,rho = 0.000839 g/cm3 
m6   1000 0.6667 6000 0.33333                      $ PE Rubbermaid bin with H,C atomic fractions 
m7   1000 0.499995 6000 0.33334 17000 0.166665     $ PVC with H, C Cl atomic fractions 
m8   1000 0.666653 6000 0.333347                     $ EPDM rubber stopper (Rubber butyl) 
m9   6000 0.006356 14000 0.018057 24000 0.188773 
     25055 0.018462 26000 0.683520 28000 0.083616     $ Stainless steel 304 
m3   12000 0.011162 13000 0.977325 14000 0.005796  $ Aluminum alloy 6061  
     22000 0.000499 24000 0.001017 25000 0.000435 
     26000 0.001987 29000 0.001174 30000 0.000606 
     30000 0.000606 
c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
c Tallies 
c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
F4:p 33 34 37 38 39 40                       $ Gammas through GM volume 
*F14:p 33 34 37 38 39 40 
FM4  2.815e13                                    $ Gammas per second per 400 uCi (BR 85%) 
FM14  1.258e7 
DE4  log 0.01   0.03   0.05   0.07   0.1     0.15   0.2     0.25   
         0.3    0.35   0.4    0.45   0.5     0.55   0.6     0.65  
         0.7    0.8    1.0    1.4    1.8     2.2    2.6     2.8   
         3.25   3.75   4.25   4.75   5.0     5.25   5.75    6.25  
         6.75   7.5    9.0    11.0   13.0    15.0 
DF4  log 3.96E-06 5.82E-07 2.90E-07 2.58E-07 2.83E-07 3.79E-07 5.01E-07 
         6.31E-07 7.59E-07 8.78E-07 9.85E-07 1.08E-06 1.17E-06 1.27E-06 
         1.36E-06 1.44E-06 1.52E-06 1.68E-06 1.98E-06 2.51E-06 2.99E-06 
         3.42E-06 3.82E-06 4.01E-06 4.41E-06 4.83E-06 5.23E-06 5.60E-06 
         5.80E-06 6.01E-06 6.37E-06 6.74E-06 7.11E-06 7.66E-06 8.77E-06 
         1.03E-05 1.18E-05 1.33E-05 
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APPENDIX B 

AN EXAMPLE OF IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION CODE 

% Written by: Justin Romberg, Caltech 
% Email: jrom@acm.caltech.edu 
% Created: October 2005 
% Modified by: Linda Anuar 
% Modified: Nov 15, 2020 
  
clear  
clc 
  
path(path, './Optimization'); 
path(path, './Measurements'); 
path(path, './Data'); 
  
load b7 % .mat file containing count readings 
load A4 % .mat file containing the collimator configuration matrix 
% -------------------------------- 
% Specify the data to be used for A matrix  
% (each row represents each map) 
% -> A(from row #:to row #, from column #: to column #) 
% Specify the data to be used for b matrix  
% (row # represents measurement using map #) 
% -> b(from row #:to row #, from column #: to column #) 
% b column for gamma sims 
% 1: Simulation case 1 ANSI 
% 2: Simulation case 2 ANSI 
% 3: Simulation case 3 ANSI 
% 4: Simulation case 4 ANSI 
% 5: Experiment case 1 
% 6: Experiment case 2  
% 7: Experiment case 3  
% 8: Experiment case 4 
% 9: Experiment case 5 - unknown 
% -------------------------------- 
  
At = []; 
n = 11; 
N = n*n; 
c = 50;  % cases 1,2,4 c = 50, case 3 c = 40 
m = 55;  % cases 1,2,4 c = 55, case 3 c = 46 
p = 1;   % (Sim) put the corresponding b column # 
q = p+4; % (Exp) put the corresponding b column # 
time0 = clock; 
u = 1; 
 
% set i to be the number of images to plot 
for i = 1:10 
    b0{i} = b7(c:m,p:p); 
    btd{i} = b7(c:m,q:q); 
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    tic; 
    x1{i} = lsqnonneg(A4(c:m,1:N),b0{i},optimset('Display','notify')); 
    xtd{i} =lsqnonneg(A4(c:m,1:N),btd{i},optimset('Display','notify')); 
    toc; 
 
    I1{i} = reshape(x1{i}, n, n); 
    I1{i} = imrotate(I1{i}/max(max(I1{i})), 270); 
    I{i} = reshape(xtd{i}, n, n); 
    I{i} = imrotate(I{i}/max(max(I{i})), 270); 
 
    subplot(2,10,u),imagesc(I1{i},[0 1]), title(['Sims, m = 
',num2str(m-c+1)]) 
    subplot(2,10,u+10),imagesc(I{i}, [0 1]), title(['Exp, m = 
',num2str(m-c+1 
    u = u + 1; 
    m = m + 5; %for cases 1,2,4 m=m+5, case 3 m=m+6 
end 
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